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   I. Introduction  
In late 2015, a group of citizens deeply concerned with the general economic and cultural 
deterioration of the Morgan City/Berwick areas was catapulted into action by the closing 
of a historic school due to declining enrollment. These citizens invited local officials 
and interested community members to meetings to discuss possible avenues to spur 
revitalization. After two and a half years of deliberation and significant research, the group 
decided to raise the funds needed to secure the services of the Urban Land Institute.

The local officials who participated in the discussions include:  mayors and councilmen, 
parish representatives, school board members, directors of the Chamber of Commerce and 
the Cajun Coast Visitors and Convention Bureau, Parish Economic Development director, 
South Louisiana Community College--Young Memorial Branch, Port of Morgan City Officials, 
South Central Planning District Members, St. Mary Parish Foundation members, and local 
volunteers. 

 Thank you to the following donors who helped fund the ULI project,    
listed according to levels of contributions, beginning with the largest amounts:

· St. Mary Parish Council, The Port Commission of Morgan City, Morgan City 
Council, Hellenic, Inc.

· Hancock/Whitney Bank and the Town of Berwick

· Cajun Coast Visitors and Convention Bureau, Joe and Gina Sanford, 
 Dr. Trey and Jennifer Morice, Greg and Brenda Hamer, Bill and July Hidalgo
  and the Conrad Family Foundation

· Central Boats, LAPCO, Inc., Jodi and Burt Adams, Diane and Mike Lind, 
 Dr. Joseph Guarisco

· A. J. Dohmann, Lucien Cutrera, Foley & Judell, L.L.P.

· Bart and Monica Mancuso, Briant and Laura Dozar, Edith P. Hover, 
 In Memory of Helen Laughlin by family members, Brian and Nancy Laughlin

 ·     Linda and Sam SpitaleII.
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 A.  Summary of the Problem 

The Morgan City-Berwick area is the gateway to the 800,000-acre Atchafalaya Basin, 
the largest overflow swamp in the United States and a haven to countless species 
of fish and wildlife.  The Atchafalaya River and the Gulf of Mexico have always been 
the economic lifeblood of Morgan City and Berwick.  Commercial fishing, particularly 
shrimping, provided for generations at the start of the 20th century.  In the second half 
of the 20th century, the offshore petroleum industry emerged at the forefront of the 
economy. Then oil companies and oilfield service companies became the lifeblood.  
In the 1980’s and more recently,  the past five years, the oil industry has suffered from 
the decline of oil prices which has led to population loss and business closures. 

The Morgan City-Berwick area has been in a decline economically and aesthetically 
due in large part to a reduction in the number of residents gainfully employed in 
the region. Job loss has taken place as the oilfield and oilfield service sectors have 
transitioned from the Morgan City- Berwick area to the Lafayette, Houston, and 
Lake Charles areas. An example of this loss is the recent relocation of Petroleum 
Helicopters Incorporated (PHI) to Lafayette, LA from the world’s largest heliport site, 
the Lake Palourde-Amelia area.

III. The Assignment 
The initial core group of citizens, incorporated under the name St. Mary Excel, approached 
the Board of St. Mary Parish Community Foundation and requested that they serve as 
the fiscal sponsor and contracting agent. The board members agreed and accepted St. 
Mary Excel as a subcommittee for the purposes of the Urban Land Institute (ULI) project.  
St. Mary Excel has set as its primary purpose the implementation of recommendations of 
the ULI study through the continued hosting of local interest group meetings.

B.  Project Purpose

St. Mary Excel defines the purpose for the ULI panel visit as increasing the Morgan 
City and Berwick population through job creation in diversified businesses, both new 
and continuing.

C.  Rationale

Area residents must be more strategic in defining their community through a diversified 
economy. Drawing on the community’s resource of the waterways and its strategic 
location, the ULI panel’s work will be centered around job creation and an improved 
quality of life.
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BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND DIVERSIFICATION

1.  *How does the Morgan City/Berwick area diversify the area’s economy using its major    
waterways to attract industry and grow its economy? (Outcome: Diversified Economy)

2.  What actions would you recommend for the Morgan City and Berwick Front Streets/
water front areas so that the City and Town might achieve the best return on additional 
investment the City and Town might undertake? (Outcome: Downtown Investment in 
Morgan City and Berwick Front Streets/water front areas)

3.  *What profitable industries and businesses, including those in emerging technological 
(cyber-security, domestic terrorism prevention, school safety issues, digital media, 
software and game development, and others) and renewable energy fields (e.g. wind 
turbines, solar panels, hydroelectric power) could be feasibly located in our area 
and what steps do we take to attract such employers? (Outcome: Diversified and 
Progressive Economy)

4.  How do we work with existing area business and industry to support their expansion 
and continued fiscal growth? (Outcome: Support and Expansion of Existing Businesses)

5. What is the best use for the property development along Lake Palourde? (Outcome:  
Optimized Land Development and Investment)

6.  How can land owners with property to be developed in Berwick and Morgan City market 
and attract investors?  (Outcome: Optimized Land Development and Investment) 

IV. Questions to be Addressed by the Panel
 *Denotes Primary Panel Question- specificity will be important in the panel report.   
      Organize recommendations in an organizational chart format which includes timeframes:

      I - Immediate Needs (year 1)

      II - Near Term Needs (years 2-5)

      III - Long-Range Needs (years 5-20)

      Also - Responsibilities and Funding Sources
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FINANCING AND CONTRACTED PARTNERSHIPS

1. How can landowners connect with potential funding sources/investors for property 
development? (Outcome: Connection with a Wide Range of Funding Sources for 
Property Development)

2. What additional public-public or public-private partnerships in the Morgan City/ Berwick 
area can be formed to maximize resources for job training and Pk-14 education; 
recreation (gyms, pools, parks, ponds, and tennis courts); leisure and cultural 
activities(cooking classes, music, theatre, dance, visual art)? (Outcome: Additional 
Public-public and Public-Private Partnerships that Advance Job Training; Education; 
Recreation; and Leisure and Cultural Activities)

3. What additional public-public or public-private partnerships in the Morgan City/
Berwick area can be formed to protect and promote historical artifacts and sites 
(archives, museums, libraries, and architecture)? (Outcome: Partnerships that Protect 
and Promote Local History)

INFRASTRUCTURE

1.  Since Morgan City and Berwick are not eligible for HUD road funds, what resources 
are available to secure funding and improvements for City and Town roads (Highway 
182, Hwy 70, Morgan City Corridor, Patti Drive, and Old Spanish Trail, etc.)? (Outcome: 
High Grade Roadways in the Morgan City and Berwick Areas) 

2.  How do we secure intermodal transportation (train and trolley services) and increased 
biking options in the Morgan City and Berwick area? (Outcome: Train and Trolley 
Services and Increased Biking Options)

3.  How do we promote the Morgan City and Berwick flood level protection and resiliency 
to maximize investment? (Outcome: Flood Resiliency Promoted for Investment 
Purposes) 
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A. History

Morgan City, on the banks of the Atchafalaya River,  numbered 12,404 citizens in 
the 2010 census. Located in St. Mary Parish, the town was originally named “Tiger 
Island” by surveyors appointed by U.S. Secretary of War John Calhoun, because of 
a particular type of wild cat seen in the area. Incorporated in 1860, the name was 
changed for a time to “Brashear City,” after Walter Brashear, a prominent Kentucky 
physician who had purchased large tracts of land and acquired numerous sugar mills 
in the area.  

During the Civil War, and after its capture by Union troops,  Fort Star,part of  Fort 
Brashear, was the larger of two works (the other being Fort Buchanan) erected by 
the Union Army occupying the city to defend a Federal military depot and the town. 
During the Bayou Teche Campaign, on the night of June 22, 1863, 325 Confederates of 
Gen. A. A. Mouton›s command, led by Major Sherod Hunter, landed their skiffs and 
flats in the rear of the town. Attacking the next day, they surprised and captured 
the city, taking 1,300 Union prisoners, 11 heavy siege guns, 2,500 stands of rifles, 
immense quantities of quartermaster, commissary and ordnance stores as well as 
2,000 blacks, and between 200 and 300 wagons and tents, while suffering losses of 
only 3 killed, 18 wounded.

In 1876, the community’s name was changed to Morgan City in tribute to Charles 
Morgan, a rail and steamship magnate who first dredged the Atchafalaya Bay Ship 
Channel to accommodate ocean-going vessels.

V. Background and History of Morgan City

Shrimp Boats docked along Front Street in Morgan City 
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Morgan made Brashear his base of operations. As a result, Brashear became a bustling 
trade center for animal fur, cypress timber, and seafood. The late 1800s and early 
1900s was an era of growth and development. Many of the historic buildings were 
constructed during this time period.  These include Sacred Heart Catholic Church, 
Trinity Episcopal Church, and Pharr Chapel Methodist Church as well as distinctive 
homes such as Cotton Top, the Norman-Schreier House, and the Turn-of-the-Century 
House.

Boat building, moss picking, and a shell crushing plant broadened Morgan City’s 
economic base. 

In 1937, Morgan City became known as the “jumbo” shrimp capital of the world. 
A community strongly rooted in Catholicism and tradition, a “blessing of the fleet” 
was held to insure a safe return and a bountiful harvest. Following the blessing, the 
celebration traveled to Egle’s Place on Front Street. for a fais-do-do, a Cajun dance. 
This was the inception of the Louisiana Shrimp Festival, the state’s oldest chartered 
harvest festival. A decade later, Morgan City made national headlines when 
Kerr-McGee Industries drilled the first successful offshore oil well out of sight of land. 
According to the New Orleans Times Picayune, it was the most significant discovery 
to date. The “black gold rush” marked a new era in the city’s prosperity. Because of 
its considerable importance to the economy, “petroleum” was added to the title of the 
Louisiana Shrimp Festival. The present-day Louisiana Shrimp & Petroleum Festival is 
held every Labor Day weekend in the historic district and the person serving as King 
is chosen from the seafood industry leaders one year and the petroleum industries 
the next. 

Blessing of the Fleet during The Shrimp and Petroleum Festival.
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Substituting the jungles of Africa with the swamps of Morgan City, Hollywood made 
its mark in 1917 with the filming of the first Tarzan movie starring Elmo Lincoln. This 
would be the first of several films highlighting Morgan City’s diverse landscape. Other 
films which would be filmed in Morgan City include (but are not limited to) Thunder Bay 
in 1953 featuring Jimmy Stewart and the clash between the old shrimping industry 
and the new offshore oil industry. In the 1959 film Easy Rider, Dennis Hopper and 
Peter Fonda rode across the Long-Allen Bridge connecting Morgan City to Berwick in 
their famous trip from Los Angeles to New Orleans. In 1992, filming for The Fire Next 
Time wrapped up months before Hurricane Andrew would make landfall. Another 
major film, All the King’s Men was filmed in Morgan City in 2006. 

B.  Location and Water

Morgan City’s location approximately  
20 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, 
sometimes places it in the path of 
hurricanes. The most recent hurricane 
causing the most damage was 
Hurricane Andrew on August 26, 1992. 
It came ashore 20 miles (32 km) to 
the southwest of town. Even though 
Hurricane Andrew was the third most 
destructive hurricane in U.S. history 
(after #1 Katrina in 2005 and #2 Sandy 
in 2012), Morgan City
survived and thrived with no casualties, and those who weathered the storm did so 
because of the safety of the shelters and the protection afforded by the surrounding 
wetlands. The Morgan City Municipal Auditorium, Berwick High School, and M.D.  
Shannon Elementary School served as evacuation shelters. Above is a photograph 
of Shannon (at the time Morgan City High School) during the 1927 flood described 
below.  Besides serving the community as a school and an evacuation center, it also 
hosted various entertainment in its gymnasium throughout the years. During World 
War II, since it was the highest point of elevation in the city at the time, young ladies 
would climb to the roof and look out for possible incoming German air attacks. 
The Morgan City area consists mainly of low coastal marshes with ridges of higher 
alluvial land along the rivers and bayous. Morgan City is situated along the east bank 
of the Atchafalaya River at the intersection of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. 

Morgan City High School during 1927 Flood
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Lake Palourde lies to the north and east of the city. The Atchafalaya River, the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway and other watercourses in the area have made Morgan City 
attractive to the fishing, construction, transportation, and petroleum industries.

Although ponding of runoff produced by rainstorms and hurricanes causes significant 
flooding in Morgan City, the most severe flooding in the major part of the city has been 
caused from the Atchafalaya River, the fifth largest river in North America by discharge, 
which receives water from both the Mississippi and Red Rivers and is the most direct 
route to the Gulf of Mexico. To keep the Mississippi in its current channel today, the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) mandates that only 30 percent of the river’s 
flow—about 440,000 cubic feet per second—is allowed down the Atchafalaya. This 
volume is regulated at the Old River Control Structure near Simmesport.

As snow melts or an unusual amount of rain falls throughout the U.S., the volume of 
water flowing down the Mississippi increases and eventually reaches flood stage. 
More water must also funnel down the Atchafalaya, whose flood stage is six feet at 
this location, threatening flooding in cities located along each of these rivers. As the 
final city before the Atchafalaya Basin and River reach the Gulf, Morgan City’s history 
is intimately tied to this danger. 

The current 21-foot-wall was built after the Flood of 1973 which caused heavy losses 
to industries located on the Atchafalaya River side of the levee in Morgan City.  In 
Morgan City, a walkway was installed on top of the wall, giving visitors a bird’s eye 
view of the river and traffic.

Front Street in 1973

Historic floods of the Mississippi River and its 
tributaries occurred in 1927, 1937, 1945, 1950, 1973, 
1974, and 1975. The flood of 1927 was the most 
disastrous in the recent recorded geological history 
of the lower Mississippi River. After the Mississippi 
River Flood of 1927 and passage of the Flood Control 
Act of 1928, levees were built along these two rivers 
to minimize flooding in populated areas. Subsequent 
floods resulted in the redesign and expansion of 
levees. The first Atchafalaya River levee or wall 
constructed in 1946 was 13 feet tall on both sides of 
the river. During the 1973 flood, the maximum stage 
of the Atchafalaya River at Morgan City was 10.5 
feet, or 2.5 feet below the top of that floodwall. 
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In addition to this seawall, a levee ring surrounds the entire city, turning it into a walled 
island accessible only by bridges during floods. This levee protects Morgan City in 
all directions from back flow during high water and storm surges from hurricanes. 
In 1942 the USACE also created the Wax Lake Outlet, an artificial channel off the 
Atchafalaya River that diverts water to the Gulf.

The Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) is yet another connection between the 
Mississippi River and Morgan City. It serves as a safer route for large commercial 
vessels as they transport goods inland along the coast. The 1,300-mile waterway 
heads west toward Houston and east toward the Mississippi through two branches—
one 15 miles below Port Allen on the west bank near Baton Rouge and another in New 
Orleans. 

Due to Morgan City’s central location on the Atchafalaya and the GIWW, it has 
developed into an important hub for industrial and commercial activities. The oil and 
gas industries and commercial fishing fleets have used Morgan City as a shipping 
point, and stevedore and oil and gas supply companies have had a large presence in 
the area. 

In 1947, realizing the importance of Morgan City’s role in the shipping industry, city 
and parish leaders organized the Atchafalaya River Ship Channel Association. The 
announced purpose of the organization was to provide, without cost to the United 
States, all lands, easements, and rights-of-way necessary to the construction of a 
land-locked channel.

A $3,300,000 project to relocate the channel was officially approved by the US 
division engineer at Vicksburg, but the route would cross Point au Fer and opposition 
in Terrebonne Parish prevented it from ever becoming a reality.

In 1952, Mayor C. R. Brownell had the foresight to work to create the Morgan City 
Harbor and Terminal District after he was advised by the division engineer at New 
Orleans that “if you ever want to get anywhere, you should create an independent unit 
to be continuing in operation in this matter.” Both the port authority and the advisory 
group made surveys, tabulated tonnage information, and pushed channel and port 
improvements in various ways. To this day, the port is uniquely situated to handle 
trade from throughout the United States and the world. 
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VI. Background and History of Berwick
 A. History

Berwick, on the banks of the Atchafalaya, was settled in 1797 by Joseph Berwick, and 
his mother Eleanor, recipients of a land grant signed by Baron de Carondelet. Through 
this grant, Spain transferred seventy “arpents” of Tiger Island facing the east bank 
on the river Teche to Joseph Berwick who turned the land into a cotton plantation.  
In 1819, a U.S. government agent reported to Washington that the plantation had 
produced 150,000 pounds of cotton the year before in 1818.  The report also noted 
that most of the property was owned by two men, Joseph Berwick and a man named 
Brashear.

Joseph Berwick lived his entire life in and around Berwick Bay until his death in 1852 
and was described as a man of great character.  Joseph, like many of the plantation 
owners, switched from growing cotton to sugarcane.  He became one of the richest 
men of his time leaving an estate valued at $83,072.50.

Berwick would also be involved in the Civil War. Fort Berwick was a Confederate 
fortification established in late July 1861 near present day Morgan City.  Described 
by Confederate Major General John L. Lewis as being «...situated about 4 miles from 
Brashear City, at the junction of Wax Bayou and the Atchafalaya River.» The fort was 
located below Brashear City (now Morgan City) and like Fort Chene guarded the 
bayou approaches to that city from the Gulf. The fort was ordered abandoned in April 
1862 after the fall of New Orleans. 

In September 1907, the first town officials were named, and in October, the town was 
incorporated.   A meeting was held with the first mayor, H. L. Young, a local druggist 
appointed by Governor Blanchard.  The meeting was held with him and his three 
aldermen, the town clerk, and a treasurer.  A month later, Governor Blanchard formally 
recognized the town, at which time two new aldermen were appointed.  
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B. Location and Water

The town of Berwick is located on a higher ridge than Morgan City and is not affected 
by the flooding of the Atchafalaya as is its neighbor across the river. The population 
was 4,946 at the 2010 census and the town is part of the Morgan City Micropolitan 
Statistical Area.

 

          

 Berwick Lighthouse on Atchafalaya River

V.J. Bella, state representative from St. Mary Parish from 1972–1990, was known as 
a legislative fiscal watchdog. Prior to his legislative service, Bella was the fire chief in 
Berwick. He subsequently served as state fire marshal. Perhaps the most prominent 
person from Berwick is Jenny Craig, weight loss guru and founder of Jenny Craig.

Today, the town of Berwick is home to a seafood processing plant, oil industry service 
companies, and boat construction companies. Berwick and Morgan City have an 
interdependent relationship, as many of the residents of Berwick depend on the health 
of the local economy for their livelihood. Berwick has also attracted new homebuyers, 
as its former farmland has been and is being developed into new homesites.  
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VII. Physical Description of the Study Area 
This map (next page) graphically depicts most of the information required that is related 
to physical characteristics:  Description of the Study Area.  It does not specifically 
address Development Constraints other than green indicates wetlands or Infrastructure 
and Utilities as it relates to availability, capacity, or condition.  It does show the location 
of some major utilities, though.  Information in the Kendig-Keast* plan offers more detail 
in text and graphic formats.  

The map is not new (1983). Nonetheless, it is one of the best base maps available to 
describe the physical aspects of the study area using United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) standards.  Other than Renwick Subdivision in Berwick, commercialization of 
some of the Guarisco property near the hospital and Victor II Boulevard, and the 50 
acres of new land along the lake and LA70, there is no scale land use change that has 
occurred in the area since 1983. The complete map is approximately 30” x 42” in size and 
encompasses the entire area of St. Mary Parish.

The Kendig-Keast Plan was never adopted by the City of Morgan City.  It was commissioned 
under one administration and then the current administration has not pursued its approval 
yet. 

*The Kendig-Keast plan can be found on the reference table. The “Future Land Use and 
Development Plan- Part 1” is included as Appendix A to this document.
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Geographic Information System Data is available from the Parish of St. Mary on a 
flash drive provided for the panel.
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  VIII. The Port of Morgan City

A. Location and Transportation

The Port of Morgan City is strategically located at the confluence of the Atchafalaya 
River, the East-West Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and North-South Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway (Morgan City-to-Port Allen Alternate Route), providing access to the 
nation’s heartland, the Gulf of Mexico, and international markets.

The Port offers overall transportation connectivity by multiple modes.  In addition 
to its strategic waterway location, the port is located less than one mile from four-
lane U. S. Highway 90 (future I-49 corridor).  A Burlington North /Santa Fe (BNSF) 
railroad spur located on port property provides access to the U. S. rail network as 
well as Canada and Mexico.  Traveling east from the Port of Morgan City, there are 
no other ports between Morgan City and New Orleans that provide the benefit of a 
rail connection.  

The Harry P. Williams Memorial Airport, located in Patterson, LA, is only about 11 miles 
from the port terminal. The Port of Morgan City is a viable alternative for shippers 
utilizing shallow and medium draft vessels in the Gulf of Mexico. The port has been 
an avenue of both domestic and international trade since 1957 with convenient, 
direct access to ocean-going traffic due to its prime location at the confluence of 
the Atchafalaya River and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. From the Port of Morgan City, 
U.S. exports can be easily shipped to ports of call in Mexico, Latin America, or the 
Caribbean.
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B. Terminal Facility

The Port of Morgan City Terminal Facility, located at 800 Youngs Road (GIWW WHL 
Mile Marker 95), offers 1,250 feet of water frontage 20 feet deep, a 20,000 square 
foot warehouse, 25 acres of yard storage and a BNSF spur serviced by Louisiana & 
Delta Railroad.  Bulk, Break-Bulk, Project and container cargoes can all be handled 
at the facility.

Morgan City is historically significant as the birthplace of the offshore oil and gas 
industry.  November 14, 1947 drillers brought in the first oil well out of sight of 
land about 45 miles south of Morgan City.  Drivers of the economy within the Port 
district today include shipbuilders, metal fabrication and oil and gas-related support 
companies such as fuel docks, waste management facilities, scrap/recycling yards, 
marine towing and barge companies, and cement, barite and drilling fluids supply 
companies.

The Port of Morgan City has provided safe harbor during extreme weather events for 
industry and the U. S. Coast Guard.  Morgan City, Berwick, Bayou Vista and Amelia 
Louisiana are located within the jurisdiction of the Morgan City Harbor & Terminal 
District (Port of Morgan City).  Two federally authorized waterways serve the port.  
Berwick Bay Harbor between Morgan City and Berwick lies within the Mississippi 
River and Tributaries Project.  The Atchafalaya River and Bayous Boeuf, Black, and 
Chene Project provides a federal channel authorized at 20 feet deep by 400 feet wide 
from industrial areas in Morgan City, Berwick, Amelia, Bayou Boeuf and Bayou Black.

C. Port Priorities

The #1 priority for the Morgan City Port 
Commission is to provide a 20-foot 
deep, 400-foot wide, reliable, navigable 
channel (as authorized by Congress) for 
industry.  The Commission also promotes 
beneficial use of dredged material for 
coastal restoration, supports economic 
development within the Port District, and 
reinvests in our community.  World’s Largest Naturally Navigable Watershed
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The Atchafalaya River is a distributary of the Mississippi River helping to drain 41% 
of the nation.  30% of the flow of the Mississippi River is diverted to the Atchafalaya 
River through the Old River Control Structure.  In addition, the Atchafalaya River 
gets water and sediment from the Red River that flows through Texas, Oklahoma and 
Louisiana and the Ouachita River that flows from Arkansas to the Red River.  30% 
of the Atchafalaya River flow is diverted through Wax Lake Outlet.  The remaining 
70% enters Morgan City at Berwick Bay Harbor and flows through Morgan City 
into Atchafalaya Bay all the while depositing sediment throughout the navigation 
system. 

While parishes to the east and west of St. Mary Parish are losing coastal wetlands, 
the Atchafalaya Delta and Wax Lake Delta are building land.  Unfortunately, the 
same sediment that is building the deltas has become a detriment to navigation in 
the Atchafalaya River.  Therefore, annual maintenance dredging is required to allow 
commerce to continue. 

Historically, the USACE expended an 
average of $18 million per year on 
dredging to maintain the Congressionally 
authorized channel depth of 20 feet.  
Even then the Channel was only at its 
20’ authorized depth for 100± days of 
the year.   Traditional dredging methods 
were not cost effective and were failing to 
provide a reliable channel.

Reduced funding since 2012 has not 
allowed for a 20’ authorized depth on a 
consistent basis.  The Port’s 
O & M budget for 2018 was only $5.5 
million, barely enough to dredge 1/2 the 
channel.  The channel width has been 
reduced to 250’ wide in some areas 
which is preventing certain offshore rigs 
and platforms to be moved into the area 
for repairs and safe harbor, which was the 
original intent of the 
authorized project.  

Atchafalaya River and Bayous Boeuf, Black and 
Chene Federally Authorized Project

Old River Control Structure
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Current dredging strategy and budget constraints have resulted in businesses 
relocating, the loss of any import/export business for the Port of Morgan City, loss to 
industry in additional costs, as well as the inability for industry to bid on any projects 
that draft more than 15’ of water.

A major player in the oil and gas fabrication industry was McDermott International 
which operated fabrication yards in Amelia and Bayou Boeuf and employed as many 
as 5,000 people.  In August of 2013 McDermott announced it would be shutting 
down these yards and moving its operations to Altamira, Mexico.  One of the reasons 
cited for the move was uncertainty of channel depth.

Purina Mills, Inc., a subsidiary of Land O’ Lakes, was forced to go elsewhere with 
their business in 2015, after 22 ships and 6 months of import/export business at the 
Port of Morgan City, because of the unreliability of the channel.  $17.4 MILLION IN 
POTENTIAL ECONOMIC IMPACT WAS LOST!

The last time industry had a consistent 20’ channel was the end of 2014.  Whether it 
was McDermott leaving or the end of Congressional ear marks, funding was severely 
cut, and the port and community were in a death spiral.  Yet, Port officials knew 
there was so much more potential if the channel remained consistent.

While employment numbers have dropped in the area due to the downturn in oil 
and gas activity, major employers such as Allison Marine Contractors, Inc., Conrad 
Industries, Bollinger Shipyard and Swiftships and international companies such as 
Oceaneering International, Inc., InterMoor, Inc., Cameron; 

Import/Export Operation at the Port of Morgan City Terminal Facility
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Baker Hughes (Smith International), M. I. Swaco (Schlumberger),  Halliburton, and 
Shell Oil Company all continue to maintain operations in the district, and they all 
depend on a consistent 20 foot channel.

The McDermott facility is now occupied by Danos’ Amelia Integrated Services 
Complex.  Danos is a family-owned and managed oilfield service provider that was 
founded in 1947.  Danos provides materials management services supporting Royal 
Dutch Shell’s (Shell) onshore and offshore production operations in the United States.  
Danos has been awarded a contract to fabricate a 50-by-60-foot deck section and 
all associated piping for an upgraded compressor on an offshore platform for a 
major oil and gas producer subsidiary operating in Equatorial Guinea. And, Danos 
supports regular maintenance needs and shut-in/turnaround projects for onshore gas 
processing plants and offshore platforms in West Africa,  an $18 million contract to 
design and build a naval landing craft, with likely options that would add another $411 
million.

D. Recent Shipyard Contracts

Just a few of the recent shipyard contracts awarded to businesses within the port 
district that are of national/international significance include:

non-nuclear ship repair for the US Navy

marine assets to Local, State and Federal Government Agencies which includes 
push boats, crane barges and dredges

a 300-foot by 68-foot welded steel crane barge for the USACE to be used 
in floating crane service by the Corps’ Rock Island District in support of its 
maintenance mission on the inland navigation system.  

a contract by the USACE for the construction of a crane barge to be used to 
operate on the Olmsted Locks and Dam Project—The $2.918 billion Olmsted 
Lock and Dam Project, will significantly reduce tow and barge delays through 
the busiest stretch of river in America’s inland waterways.  The barge was built, 
and equipment integrated onto it at the Conrad Morgan City Shipyard. 
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E. Economic Impact

An economic impact analysis prepared for the port by Dr. James Richardson, A 
Louisiana State University economist, indicates that with a consistent 20-foot 
channel there is a potential for up to $170 million in new spending in agriculture and 
shipbuilding and repairs within the Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District. This 
could result in as much as $277,356,000 in economic output, close to $64 million in 
increased personal earnings, about 1,250 net new jobs, an additional $119 million in 
value-added activity, and almost $8.5 million in state and local 
tax collections. 

The Port of Morgan City staff has worked tirelessly to tell the story of the importance 
of the 20 foot channel from the local level all the way to the federal level, including 
members of the federal delegation, the Corps of Engineers, the Office of Management 
and Budget and the Assistant Secretary of the Army.  The staff pointed out that 
dedicated dredging of the Atchafalaya River and increased beneficial use of sediment 
can help to improve flood protection for families and businesses and ensure that 
the coast continues to be both a Sportsman’s Paradise and a hub for commerce 
and industry.  They also pointed out safety issues due to shoaling in the channel, 
the increased potential for flooding because of excessive sediment blocking the 
flow of water out to the Gulf, and increased pressure on levees in the Atchafalaya 
Basin because of reduced flow.  They also reminded everyone that the Atchafalaya 
River is strategically significant as the back up to the Mississippi River.  Without the 
Atchafalaya River, a crisis on the lower Mississippi River could result in a single point 
of failure for defense operations and water transportation into the nation’s heartland.

The Port estimates that by supporting cost-saving measures such as agitation 
dredging in the bar channel and promoting beneficial use of dredge material for 
coastal restoration opportunities, the channel could be consistently maintained at an 
estimated cost of $12 million to $15 million annually.   For instance, The Bar Channel 
(the last 18 miles to the Gulf of Mexico from Morgan City) is subject to large infilling 
rates of fluid mud referred to as “fluff”.  The Port and the Corps of Engineers has 
determined that “agitation” dredging will manage fluff at a fraction of the cost of 
traditional dredging methods.    The Port is expecting to see a special purpose dredge 
agitating and conditioning fluff in the Bar Channel by the end of 2018.
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The Port staff has finally gotten decision makers to understand the negative impacts 
the community has experienced due to the lack of consistent funding the past several 
years, and their urgent requests for funding have been heard.  In early March 2018, 
the staff learned that the Atchafalaya River and Bayous Boeuf, Black and Chene 
Project will receive $12.675 million for operations and maintenance for FY 19.  Then 
in May Port leadership learned the Port would receive $20 million in supplemental 
funding for damages incurred by Hurricane Harvey.  Finally, on June 11th the Corps 
announced that the Port would receive an additional $9 million in the FY 18 Work 
Plan.  

With close to $42 million, Port officials believe they can work with the Corps to develop 
a plan to restore the entire channel to its authorized 20-foot depth (plus 2’ advance 
maintenance, plus 2’ variance), begin to bring the channel back to its authorized 
width, effectively manage fluff in the bar channel with special purpose equipment, 
and continue to maintain a consistent width and depth. Having certainty in the safety 
and reliability of our channel will allow the Port to grow its footprint and customer 
base, increase its tonnage and help balance the nation’s trade deficit.  This level of 
funding will help to rebuild industry confidence that they will be able to bid on a job 
and have the channel available for delivery of their product. As soon as Port officials 
heard of the additional funding, they began working to bring back the clients that 
were lost and to promote new 
business opportunities.  

For the port to achieve its #1 priority to provide a 20-foot deep, 400-foot wide, 
reliable, navigable channel (as authorized by Congress) for industry, Port staff must 
aggressively market the channel in order to increase business, and must be able to 
communicate the successes resulting from a 20’ channel in order to justify funding in 
FY 20 and beyond.
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  IX. Economics of the Study Area
A. Demographics

 Data and Demographics (as of July 1, 2017)             

         
POPULATION MORGAN CITY BERWICK
Total 12,080 4,928
Daytime Population: Workers 7,013 1,070
Daytime Population:  Residents 7,852 3,143
Total Daytime Population (TDP) 14,865 4,213
2,Ratio TDP/Total Population 1 1.23 0.85
Population in Households 11,956 4,918
Population in Families 9,361 4,075
Population in Group Quarters 124 10
Population Density2 2,019 836
Diversity Index3 63 40
INCOME

Median Household Income $36,907 $42,332
Average Household Income $54,849 $63,586
Per Capita Income $22,140 $23,969

HOUSING

Total Housing Units 5,649 (100 %) 2,033 (100%)
Owner Occupied Housing Units 2,735(48.4%) 1,192 (58.6%)
Renter Occupied Housing Units 2,118(37.5%) 662 (32.6%)
Vacant Housing Units 795 (14.1%) 179 (8.8%)
Median Home Value $119.236 $148,148
Average Home Value $147,597 $179,523

HOUSEHOLDS

Total Households 4,854 1.854
Average Household Size 2.46 2.65
Family Households 3,063 1,312
Average Family Size 3 3

NOTES: 
1. If the ratio of the TDP to Total Population is greater than 1, the location gains population during the day when commuting 
workers are present. If the ratio is less than 1, the location is more of a bedroom community where people commute to another 
place for work.

2.  Population Density = Total Population per square mile

3. The Diversity Index is a scale of 0 to 100 that represents the likelihood that two persons, chosen at random from the same 
area, belong to different race or ethnic groups. If an area’s entire population belongs to one race AND one ethnic group, then 
the area has zero diversity. An area’s diversity index increases to 100 when the population is evenly divided into two or more 
race/ethnic groups.
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GROWTH RATE/YEAR 2010-2017  2017-2022
POPULATION

Morgan City -0.36% -0.54%
Berwick -0.05% -0.32%
HOUSEHOLDS

Morgan City -.031% -0.5%
Berwick 0.02% -0.03%
FAMILIES

Morgan City -0.55% -0.7%
Berwick -0.21% -0.46%
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Morgan City n/a 2.12%
Berwick n/a 2.32%
PER CAPITA INCOME

Morgan City n/a 2.25%
Berwick n/a 2.47%
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MORGAN CITY AND BERWICK- Peer Comparisons by Rank and Percentile

The table below compares Morgan City and Berwick to the other 474 incorporated cities, 
towns and CDPs in Louisiana by rank and percentile using July 1, 2017 data. The location 
Ranked #1 has the highest value. A location that ranks higher than 75% of its peers would 
be in the 75th percentile of the peer group.

    

VARIABLE 

DESCRIPTION

Morgan City Berwick

Total 

Popultion    

RANK #47 #113

PERCENTILE 90th 76th

Population 
Density

RANK #51 #181

PERCENTILE 89th 62nd

Diversity 
Index

RANK #29 #304

PERCENTILE 94th 36th

Median 
Houshold 
Income

RANK #283 #201

PERCENTILE 41st 58th

Per Capita 
Income

RANK #227 #163
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B. Public Housing

Both Morgan City and Berwick supply public housing for their residents. The Morgan 
City Housing Authority (MCHA) is the largest public housing authority in St. Mary 
Parish, housing approximately 3 percent of the city’s residents through its programs. 
In addition to providing conventional public housing, the MCHA also provides 
affordable housing through the administration of several rental assistance programs. 
These programs include the Federal Section 8 Voucher Program, as well as the state- 
funded  Rental Voucher Program that is overseen by the Department of Housing and 
Community Development. 288 units are available in Morgan City: Brownell Homes is 
the largest with 163 units. Joe Ruffin Homes, Jacquet Homes and Shannon Homes 
supply the other 125 units. 

The Berwick Housing authority has a total of 128 units in nine locations in the town, 
several of which are only a few units on scattered sites. The larger of the three 
developments, the Charles Bowman development contains 50 units on a contiguous 
site, all of which are duplexes. Others, the Louis Mahfouz, and Margaret Crappell 
developments include the other 78 units, providing a variety of living accommodations.
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C. Crime Rates

 
Morgan City crime statistics report an 
overall downward trend in crime based 
on data from 17 years with violent 
crime decreasing and property crime 
decreasing. Based on this trend, the crime 
rate in Morgan City for 2018 is expected 
to be lower than in 2016.

The city violent crime rate for Morgan 
City in 2016 was higher than the national 
violent crime rate average by 99.65% and 
the city property crime rate in Morgan 
City was higher than the national property 
crime rate average by 109.05%.

In 2016 the city violent crime rate in 
Morgan City was higher than the violent 
crime rate in Louisiana by 40.05% and 
the city property crime rate in Morgan City 
was higher than the property crime rate in 
Louisiana by 55.36%.  

Berwick crime statistics report an overall 
upward trend in crime based on data from 
8 years with violent crime decreasing and 
property crime increasing. Based on this 
trend, the crime rate in Berwick for 2018 is 
expected to be higher than in 2016.

The city violent crime rate for Berwick in 
2016 was lower than the national violent 
crime rate average by 52.1% and the city 
property crime rate in Berwick was lower 
than the national property crime rate 
average by 23.26%.

In 2016 the city violent crime rate in 
Berwick was lower than the violent crime 
rate in Louisiana by 66.4% and the city 
property crime rate in Berwick was lower 
than the property crime rate in Louisiana 
by 42.97%. 
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D. Employment types and trends

The Morgan City/Berwick area, more than the western side of the Parish, has its 
workforce jobs concentrated in manufacturing, construction, professional services 
and transportation in support of the energy exploration, production and delivery 
of oil and natural gas from the Gulf of Mexico. The segment supports more than 
70% of the higher paying jobs (direct and indirect employment). Induced businesses 
(accommodation and food services, food service and drinking places and retail trade) 
are largely supported by the industry.

Employment by Business Types
Retail       1,759
Professional Services    1,670
Manufacturing     1,427
Construction      1,245
Accommodations and Food Services  1,043
Health Care and Social Assistance      913
Food Services and Drinking Places      779
Educational Services        766
Transportation and Warehouse      727
Wholesale Trade         673
Other Services excluding Public Administration    651
Public Administration          641
Approximately 70% of Total                12,294

 E. Major Employers
Large – over 200 employees, Mid – Size – 75-200 employees, Small – less than 75 employees

      1. MORGAN CITY

      2. BERWICK

 

LARGE
Conrad Industries
Oceaneering
Swiftships

MID-SIZE
Candy Fleets
G & J Food Distributors
Halimar
Intermoor
LAPCO
New Industries

SMALL
Baker Hughes
Cummings Diesel
PMI
Sewart Supply

LARGE
Cameron/Schlumberger
Central Boats

MID-SIZE
Berry Brothers

SMALL
Crappell’s Seafood
Garber Industries, Inc.
Hanko’s Boats
LAD Companies
Ronnie Rock Machine Shop
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     3. Employment Rate and Unemployment

     Employment on a parish-wide basis peaked in 2014 at 23,770. Since that time, 
      St. Mary Parish lost close to 5,000 jobs with the Berwick/Morgan City area     
      affected greatly. The unemployment rate peaked at 9.4% in 2016 and remains  
     in May of 2018 at 6.9%, substantially greater than the 4.0% rate across the U.S.

Annual Unemployment Rates Published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics  
  2013          2014                2015                  2016  2018    YTD May 2018

           Employed       23,343        23,770           22,455 19,930           18,785           18,189

                   Rate    6.6           6.3        7.6        9.4      8.0                6.9

The unemployment rate is a ratio that offers some indication of the economic health 
of a region, but can be misleading.  It is the number of workers unemployed divided 
by the total number of workers in the  workforce (which includes those employed 
and those unemployed who are looking for work).  The lowest unemployment rate 
since 2013 was recorded in the month of December 2013 at 4.7%.  This was at 
the peak of high oil prices when the oilfield businesses were very active.  The 
unemployment rate is unaffected when residents from other parishes have jobs or 
lose jobs in St. Mary Parish.  The unemployment rate in their parish of residence is 
impacted and not St. Mary Parish.  What the data in the chart above reflects is a 
decreasing number of residents who are employed and a rate consistently higher 
than the state or nation.
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4. Recent Business Accounts Opened in St. Mary Parish Records for Morgan 
City and Berwick

Accounts opened in St Mary Parish by Type
City of Morgan City

January 1, 2016-July 25, 2018

Acct Type 2016 2017 2018
Bar/Lounge 1 2 1
Beauty Salon* 3 2 11
Boat Dealer 1 1
Boat Registration 1
Bulk Distributor 1
Car Wash 2
Cellular Telephone 1
Concession 1
Convenient Store 3 2
Counseling Service 2
Dentist 1
Driving School 1
Employment Agency 1
Entertainment 1
General Contractor 1 1
Health Club 2
Home Health Service 1
Hotel 1 1 1
Industrial Service Business 2
Lawn Service 1
Medical Office 1 1
Motor Vehicle Dealer 2
Peddler 3
Photographer 1 1
Physician 1 3
Print Media 1
Professional Services 6
Rental of Immovable Property 3 6 2
Repair Business 2 5
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Restaurant 6 5 3
Retail Dealer 10 13 13
Service Business 1 9 5
Service Contractor 6 3 3
Storage Business 1
Tatto Parlor 3
Tree Service 1
Vending Machine Operator 2 1 1

58 66 50

Accounts opened in St Mary Parish by Type
Town of Berwick

January 1, 2016-July 25, 2018

Acct Type 2016 2017 2018
Beauty Salon 1
Campground 1
Car Wash 1
Chiropractor 1
General Contractor 3
Lawn Service 1
Photographer 1
Rental of Immovable Property 1 4 1
Repair Business 1 1
Retail Dealer 4 6 1
Service Business 4 2
Service Contractor 1 2 1
Vending Machine Operator 1

17 17 5

5. Business Closures in Morgan City/Berwick

Business closures often indicate the economic health of the area. The data show that 
the highest percentages of business closures for both 2016 and 2017 come from retail 
dealers (both storefront or internet/home sales) and service businesses.

Number of Businesses Closed in Recent Years
2016 2017 2018

Morgan City 99 109 15
Berwick 12 16 1
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1. Description

The housing markets in the Morgan City and Berwick (including Bayou Vista) areas 
have been quite different. The Town of Berwick has developed its own lots in the 
Renwick Subdivision that now number 180 single family housing units. Prices range 
from $350,000 and upwards to $450,000 per home. In addition, single family units 
have been constructed along the old Spanish Trail with large lots on the riverside 
of Old Spanish Trail – these homes have waterfront footage. This area houses 
business professionals and top executives in the area. Country Club Subdivision 
was substantially completed and found its market for middle management with 
homes- ranging from $160,000 (near apartments) to $250,000 and higher- from 
Highway 182 and bordering the Old Spanish Trail. The north side of Berwick--
(north of Hwy. 90) has grown substantially for the upwardly mobile population.

Morgan City on the other hand, as was other areas in the Parish, has been 
impacted by new FEMA Flood Maps that have levee construction as opposed to 
residential construction in the lead role. While much of the levee construction will 
be completed this year, much of the available land (Hellenic Lake Front) has been 
impacted and is not yet available on the market. At one time consideration was 
given to building worker apartments and senior cottages.  Financing and FEMA 
maps Base Flood Elevations (BFE) changing from 4’ to 7’ has substantially raised 
the cost to build.

2. Housing types 

As noted in a recent Kendig-Keast study of Morgan City (found in Appendix A), 
residential neighborhoods vary greatly depending on the era of development.  The 
types of housing vary from historic (over 100 years old) to Pre-50’s and Post-50’s.  
Elliott Subdivision was developed in the 50’s and Lakeside Subdivision in the early 
60’s.  Other smaller subdivisions such as Cypress Gardens and Marquis Manor 
were developed later and include more modern-design homes.  The Kendig-Keast 
study also states that the majority of the residential construction was divided 
between brick and siding.  They also note that 75% of the homes are single-family 
with a small percentage of mobile homes and complexes of 2-4+ units.

F. Housing Market
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Berwick has a similar variety of older single-family homes, but has been able to 
take advantage of land availability with the creation of Country Club Estates in 
the 1970’s and the recent Renwick Subdivision having single-family homes with 
amenities.

Rental housing has been limited, with no new apartments built in over 30 years.  
The greatest impact on the building of new apartments is the cyclical nature of 
the oilfield.  Potential developers have concerns about the timing of investments 
from the apartment rental business.  A rental housing study conducted by Cook 
and Moore in 2009 concluded that future demand for such housing would come 
from workers commuting to St. Mary Parish from parishes more than 30 minutes 
to an hour away and population and job growth.  The entire study is available on 
the reference table.  The Chamber of Commerce sold 1,037 copies of its rental list 
in 2017.  That is an indication that there is some demand for rentals for individuals 
and families.  

3. Current and Planned Residential Developments

Morgan City is currently being prevented from moving forward in the development 
of residential property until the levee construction projects are completed. 
Combined with the pump station project of 2017, completion will be sometime 
after early 2020. The levee for Lakeside Subdivision is still uncertain regarding 
its completion, and could further impact residential building in Morgan City until 
2021/2022

Berwick has had success with its Renwick Subdivision. Today there are 180 
residents living in Renwick and the remaining 12 lots have been sold. Homes in 
Renwick sell in the $350,000 - $450,000 range.

There are two (2) more subdivisions under construction. The Atchafalaya River 
Estates has 40 lots ranging from $90,000 — over $300,000 with a private boat 
launch. Most lots have water access from their homes to the lower Atchafalaya 
River. There is also the Southern Oaks Subdivision on 58 acres of wooded property 
along Highway 182 that has been approved for 16 single family sites.

The residents of Berwick had the opportunity to add some market rate apartments 
near Renwick Subdivision but the developer pulled out due to negative town 
reaction.
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4. Competitive or Alternate Residential Locations

St. Mary Parish has not had any transitional housing (apartment complexes) of 50 
units and above developed in over 30 years. This market is critical to capturing 
the married professionals with families who are employed in the parish. Without 
quality apartments their families rent in Houma or Thibodaux and the bread 
winners commute to work. There have been two (2) unsuccessful attempts to build 
gated apartments, both have faced substantial resistance from local residents in 
Berwick and in Garden City. Gated communities have been successful in Houma, 
Thibodaux, and New Iberia. Prior to the collapse of the oil field, most complexes 
had waiting lists and many were occupied by workers who commuted to Morgan 
City, Berwick, and St. Mary Parish. Appendix B is an executive summary to an 
apartment market study completed in 2009 by Cook/Moore and Associates with 
demand projections through 2014.
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X. Summaries of Recent Studies
Numerous studies have taken place to advance the Morgan City and Berwick area 
economically, aesthetically, and historically. This section highlights studies that have 
taken place.

      A. Berwick

 1. Berwick: Down by the Riverside…A Great Place to Live and Work (May 2004) 

The Town of Berwick applied for funding under the Atchafalaya Basin Initiative for 
the Town of Berwick’s downtown redevelopment. The mayor and council directed 
a committee of local residents, the Downtown Redevelopment District, to develop 
a Downtown Development Plan. The district used a Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis to begin the planning process. From 
the exercise, the group formulated a downtown vision statement, policies, and 
management and implementation plans. 

The result of the committee’s work was a plan that highlighted the riverfront as the 
“driving force and greatest asset” in the revitalization of Downtown Berwick. The 
plan identified the downtown area as an attraction, place to work, place to live, and 
place to receive education and public services. The Town requested $2.59 million 
dollars for improvements to the Riverfront to begin the revitalization process.   
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1. Morgan City Port - Economic Analysis of Maintaining Channel Depth for the Port 
of Morgan City

Dr. James A. Richardson, an alumni professor of economics and public administration 
at Louisiana State University prepared an economic analysis for the Commissioners 
of the Port of Morgan City. In his report he estimated the loss of economic activity 
around the Port of Morgan City when the channel is not maintained to a predictable 
depth of 20 feet. The report also chronicles the loss of industry in the area because the 
channel depth is not predictable and it highlights existing industry that has remained 
in spite of the non-predictable channel depth.

2. Morgan City Field Visit to Morgan City, LA (April 12, 1993) in Preparation for 
Becoming a Main Street City
Daniel G. Carey provides a narrative he made as he walked the streets in the 
Morgan City Downtown area. 

3. Report to the Morgan City Historic District Commission (August 1993) Greg 
Young of Greg Young and Associates presented a prioritized list of suggestions for 
revitalization of the Morgan City Historic District. 

4. St. Mary Parish Community Turnaround Project – (2005) 

The St. Mary Chamber of Commerce, Parish Economic Development Office, Cajun 
Coast Visitors and Convention Bureau, and a Community Turnaround Task Force 
partnered to brainstorm ideas for advancing the parish and in turn the Morgan City 
area. The group brainstormed ideas, listed the ideas, selected “top ideas.” The 
group then identified cluster groups and matched 4-5 people to work with each 
group. The group met regularly through May of 2006 to advance the work on the 
prioritized ideas. 

5. National Register of Historic Places Inventory – Nomination Form
Morgan City is recognized as one of the most cohesive, architecturally rich and 
impressive cultural resources in the four-parish area. The City is recognized for it 
contiguous collection of late nineteenth-early twentieth century structures. 

6. Morgan City and Berwick Quality of Life Survey (December 2017) 
The St. Mary Parish Chamber of Commerce and Tourism and Economic 
Development Directors conducted a survey on quality of life factors impacting 
the Morgan City area. Respondents rated categories of quality of life factors 
including: Infrastructure, Safety, Appearance, Recreation, Economic Development, 
Promotion, and Education Strategies. Three hundred and forty respondents 

B. Morgan City
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took the survey. Respondents also commented and made suggestions for area 
improvement. Survey results are available by each community: Morgan City (158 
respondents) and Berwick (84 respondents). 

· Nearly all (93%) respondents favorably viewed the ease of   
 traveling by car. INFRASTRUCTURE

· A large majority (81.2%) of respondents indicated that    
 they feel safe in the community. SAFETY

· A strong level of agreement exists among respondents that the  
 area has plentiful water recreation (73%) and golfing (70%)   
 opportunities. RECREATION

· A majority do not agree that the area is doing enough to attract  
 businesses and entrepreneurial opportunities (64.4%),provide job  
 opportunities that support young people staying in the area   
 (73.8%),and attract jobs that pay well and offer benefits (68.0%).  
 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

· Nearly all (93.5%) indicated that it was important to retain high 
 quality teachers, compensate teachers (88.8%) adequately,   
 strengthen the K-12 partnership with South Louisiana   
 Community College – Young Memorial Campus (88.0%), and   
 communicate a strategic plan (89.4%). EDUCATION

7. 2017 Downtown Market Analysis – Morgan City Louisiana (April 2017)

The Louisiana Main Street program conducted a market analysis for the purpose of 
guiding the Morgan City Main Street organization. The analysis was to “serve as 
a resource for existing and prospective entrepreneurs, site selectors, and others 
seeking a comprehensive analysis. The key findings from the analysis were: 

  · Median household income for the trade area was $42,085. 

  · 35.9% of trade area households had disposable income in   
  excess of $50,000.

  · 37.4% of trade area households had net worth in excess of   
  $100,000.
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 · 26.5% of the trade area’s population was in the peak    
  employment age range of 35-54 years old. Another 20% of the  
  trade area’s population was in the age range of 20-34 years old,  
  just below the peak employment range.

 · Adults who were High School Graduates Only were the biggest  
  percentage of the trade area population at 31.9% followed by   
  adults with Some College, No Degree at 18.4%.

 · Lifestyle segmentation shows that the largest lifestyle segment of  
  the trade area’s population falls in the Diners & Miners segment. 

 · Trade area demand exceeds trade area supply in the following   
  retail segments:

 o Automobile Dealers
 o Auto Parts, Accessories, & Tire Stores,
 o Furniture Stores,
 o Home Furnishing Stores,
 o Electronics & Appliance Stores,
 o Building Materials & Supplies Dealers,
 o Lawn, Garden Equipment, & Supply Stores,
 o Specialty Food Stores,
 o Beer, Wine, & Liquor Stores,
 o Health & Personal Care Stores,
 o Clothing Stores, 
 o Shoe Stores,
 o Jewelry, Luggage & leather Goods Stores,
 o Sporting Goods/ Hobby /Musical Instrument Stores,
 o Book, Periodical, & Music Stores,
 o Other General Merchandise Stores,
 o Florists, 
 o Office Supplies, Stationary & Gift Stores,
 o Used Merchandise Stores
 o Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers,
 o Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses,
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 o Vending Machine Operators,
 o Direct Selling Establishments,
 o Special Food Services, and 
 o Restaurants/Other Eating Places

Trade area supply exceeds trade area demand in the following retail segments:

  o Other Motor Vehicle Dealers,
  o Grocery Stores,
  o Gasoline Stations,
  o Department Stores Excluding Leased Departments, and
  o Drinking Places – Alcoholic Beverages. 

8. Morgan City Gateway IMAGE Commission (I for Imagine, M for Morgan City, 
an A for Atchafalaya, G for Gateway, and E for Entrance.  I M A G E) This initiative 
was funded by the Atchafalaya Basin Program through the Department of Natural 
Resources as part of a regional initiative. The IMAGE Commission drafted a 
plan of action to improve: 1) Major City Entrances and Thoroughfares, 2) I-49 
Interchanges, 3) Internal Corridors and to provide an overview and branding of 
the area. The Commission created a spreadsheet of projects detailing them as 
to the value to the community, cost to implement, time to complete, and labor to 
accomplish. The projects were then updated, and progress was noted through a 
color coding system. The Commission lost momentum when leadership changes 
within the group took place. 

The Gateway Priorities can be found in Appendix C.
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9. Kendig Keast Future Land Use and Development Plan (FLUDP) (December 
2012)

The City of Morgan City received a grant from the Department of Natural Resources 
for city planning that resulted in a set of zoning and development codes.  In 
the 13-page introduction to the zoning and planning code document, a narrative 
describes the city’s status that presents the need for the code upgrade. The 
introduction includes:

 · Land use influences,

 · Existing land use patterns,

 · Development trends for accessory vehicles, accessory    
  structures, building conditions, vacant structures, and 
  building materials,

 · Existing Character Framework 
 o Downtown/Downtown Fringe,
 o Highway 182 Corridor (Western, Central, and Eastern),
 o Maritime Industrial,
 o Neighborhood Industrial, 
 o Office District, 
 o Traditional Neighborhood,
 o Contemporary Neighborhood,
 o Mixed Housing Development, and
 o Open Space

 · Existing environmental and infrastructure, and

 · Precedent plans and policies. 

Details can be found in Appendix A
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Accompanying the Future Land Use and Development Plan are a set of maps:

0.1 Land Use Influences

0.2 Existing Land Use

0.3 Accessory Vehicles

0.4 Accessory Structures

0.5 Building Conditions

0.6 Vacant Structures

0.7 Building Materials – Side

0.8 Building Materials – Front

0.9 Existing Character and Land Use Types

1.10 Existing Levees and FEMA Flood Zone

1.11 Historic District 

10. Kendig Keast Zoning and Land Development Code (ZLDC) (2012) 
The 186-page document details a land development code for the City of Morgan 
City. The document contains codes for: zoning districts and land use; buildings 
and structures; site design and development; administrative bodies; permits and 
procedures; nonconformities; enforcement and interpretation; purpose, authority, 
and jurisdiction; and definitions.

11. Atchafalaya National Heritage Area Visitor Profile (2009)
Representatives of the Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism 
(LOT) contacted the Hospitality Research Center at the University of New Orleans 
(HRC) for the purpose of executing and analyzing a survey of the Atchafalaya 
National Heritage Area (ANHA). The City of Morgan City is part of the AHNA. The 
visitor profile was used to assess awareness of the ANHA. The information was 
useful in knowing usage and satisfaction levels at various areas within the ANHA. 
Of the 367 respondents, 28.8% indicated a destination of Morgan City in the 
heritage area making Morgan City 12th out of 15 regions traveled. The most popular 
destinations were Baton Rouge, Lafayette, Breaux Bridge, and New Iberia.

12. International Petroleum Museum and Exposition Master Plan (no date)
The plan was to inform the reader of the concept, development, and operation 
of the International Petroleum Museum and Exposition, which consists of four 
offshore platforms, a submersible “Mr. Charlie” drilling rig, various boats and 
equipment for exhibits, and safety and training offerings. 
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13. Market Analysis and Feasibility Study for International Petroleum Museum 
and Exposition, Inc. (Jan. 1996) 
The purpose of the study was to determine the feasibility of developing a tourist 
attraction with the rig museum as its focus. The University of New Orleans research 
project found that the rig museum has potential as a tourist attraction with the 
four factors present: strong marketing, maintaining initial operations within a 
cost-effective program, great food offerings in combination with education and 
entertainment, and a commitment to work with tour companies. A Final Report 
from the UNO research was presented in February 1996. The report contained 
market potential, value, along with marking strategies and ideas. 

14. Social and Economic Impacts of Outer Continental Shelf Activities on 
Individuals and Families (2002)

A two-year study was conducted by Minerals Management Section of the U. S. 
Department of the Interior on the ways the Outer Continental Shelf activities impact 
the lifestyles of individuals and families in Morgan City and New Iberia. The study 
was part of a social impact assessment of the offshore oil industry on residents.

15. Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival Economic Impact Study (2014)

The Officers and Board of Directors of the Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival 
contracted with the Hospitality Research Center (HRC) at the University of New 
Orleans (UNO) to study the economic impact of the festival has on the State of 
Louisiana and on St. Mary Parish.

Researchers found that the 2014 Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival provides 
a valuable contribution to the St. Mary Parish economy.  The festival attracted 
nearly 140,000 attendees, and generated a total economic impact of $8.5 million.  
This impact was comprised of $7.1 million in direct spending and $1.4 million 
in secondary spending.  Spending at the event also resulted in the creation or 
support of nearly 100 full-and part-time jobs.  These jobs were projected to create 
a total of $2.3 million in additional earnings for residents of St. Mary Parish. 

The study also indicated that the festival was expected to generate a total of $0.8 
million in tax revenues for the state and local governments.  Of that total, roughly 
$0.5 million would go to the State of Louisiana, and $0.3 million would be claimed 
by local governments in St. Mary Parish.
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The majority of visitors to the Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival were 
repeat attendees, and this number had increased from 1999.  Repeat attendees 
averaged 25.4 prior visits to the festival.  Just over half of festival attendees were 
St. Mary Parish residents, with the percentage of out-of-town visitors in 2014 
slightly down from 1999 results.  Louisiana residents, outside of St. Mary Parish, 
were the most common attendees at the festival.  States in close proximity to 
Louisiana, such as Texas and Mississippi had the next highest visitation numbers.  

Half of the out-of-town festival visitors stayed overnight in St. Mary Parish and 
nearly half of those spent between two and three nights in St. Mary Parish – a 
slight increase from 1999.  The number of visitors staying in hotels increased 
significantly from 1999.  The average hotel room rate for overnight visitors was 
$88.  The majority of out-of-town visitors responded that the festival was their 
primary reason for coming to St. Mary Parish.  

On average, the largest proportion of visitor expenditures was from meals ($131) 
followed by shopping ($74).  Visitors spent an average of $289 during their trip 
to the parish for the festival.  “Food and Drinks” was the top rated aspect of the 
festival followed by “Arts and Crafts” and “Music.”  As expected, those who lived 
in St. Mary Parish were aware of the festival because of its years of existence.  
Attendees also learned about the festival through previous visits and through 
family or friends.  Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival attendees stated an 
eagerness to return for next year’s event with over 94% responding they were 
either likely or very likely to attend the festival in 2015. 

16. Tigre Isle Resort Destination (no date found)
The parish office of economic development promoted a resort destination concept 
design for the Morgan City Hellenic Property. Tigre Isle, a total concept resort, 
included a marina, water park, shopping and entertainment plaza, wetland cabins 
and access to the Atchafalaya Basin. The properties included more than 300 
acres of bulk headed waterfront with options for the development of an additional 
800 adjacent acres. The site was marketed as “standing ready for development.”  
Development and financing of the idea did not advance beyond sharing the idea 
via a marketing brochure as levees were under construction at the time.
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17. Seaplex—A Seafood Industrial Park

The SEAPLEX project consisted of the development of a seafood processing and 
cold storage facility on Young Fund owned property on the Intracoastal Waterway 
in Morgan City, Louisiana. In the mid-eighties, the City of Morgan City attempted to 
develop this project to rebuild the local seafood industry. Centered on a 40,000 SF 
Cold Storage Facility, shell spaces for seafood processors were to be constructed 
and leased to shrimp, crab, fin fish, and crawfish processors. Backed by a study 
done by Price Waterhouse, the project promised rebirth of the local seafood 
industry and an alternate job creator for the area.

Financed by a combination of EDA grants and local millage property taxes, the 
required bond issue election failed by a small margin. 
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C.  St. Mary Parish School Board

     1. Study District III (Morgan City) Elementary Schools 

     2. M. D. Shannon Elementary Facility Planning Survey (October 2017)        

D. St. Mary Parish

     1. Tourism Spending in LA Parishes (2016)
     

St. Mary Parish Spending, Earnings, and Employment Attributed to Visitor Activity

2015 2016 *GR

Spending (Millions) 61.6 58.71 -4%
Earnings 21.01 22.48 -6%
Employment 0.92 0.83 -10%

*GR (Growth Rate) not adjusted for inflation.

Tax Revenue Generated by Visitors to St. Mary Parish

State Taxes (Millions) Local Taxes (Millions)
2015 2016 *GR 2015 2016 *GR
5.22 5.40 3% 2.08 2.12 2%

*GR (Growth Rate) not adjusted for inflation.

The School Board evaluated elementary schools in Morgan City for the purpose 
of considering whether all operational elementary schools were needed based 
on current and projected student enrollment numbers. The evaluation considered 
projected capital expenditures for M. D. Shannon Elementary and M. E. Norman 
Elementary only. The board voted to close M. D. Shannon Elementary on March 
21, 2016. The board planned for enrollment adjustments at the remaining three 
elementary schools to accommodate displaced students.  

The Merlin Group, facility planning consultants, provided a comprehensive architectural/
facility survey of the school. The planners organized costs  for the renovation to bring 
the school to current building codes and other  architectural elements to return 
the facility into an occupiable PK-5 grade  school. Costs to do so were estimated 
to be eight million dollars. 

The Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism commissioned 
UNO Hospitality Research Center to identify tourism opportunities. In the report 
Tourism Spending in LA Parishes 2016, the following was recorded for St. Mary 
Parish in the year 2016 with 2015 included for comparison purposes. 
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2. Louisiana Tourism Forecast 2016-19 
Prepared for the Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism.  
Louisiana commissioned UNO Hospitality Research Center to forecast tourism in 
Louisiana. In examining rural areas of the southern part of the state through 2019, 
it was predicted that tourism in the Morgan City and Berwick areas (southern rural) 
should increase in visitor spending by 2% annually, and increase tourism related 
jobs at a rate of 2% annually also through the same period. 

1. South Louisiana Economic Council (SLEC)

The commission facilitates economic development for the four parishes of Assumption, 
Lafourche, St. Mary and Terrebonne. SLEC operates on an annual budget of $550,000. 
It has four full-time personnel, a president, a bayou region economic developer, office 
manager, and office clerk. SLEC aims to grow businesses, sustain them, innovate 
to develop new businesses and advocate for key initiatives to support business 
opportunities. A copy of the 2017-19 Strategic Plan is available online and a hard copy 
is available for review.  http://bayouregion.com

2. South Central Planning and Development Commission (SCPDC) 

The commission supports its member governments in a seven parish region. The 
region contains the parishes of Lafourche, Terrebonne, St. Mary, St. Charles, 
St. John the Baptist, St. James, and Assumption.  The services include long-
range planning, state and federal liaison, current issues, membership services, 
and services to businesses. SCPDC staff assist in preparation and administration 
of competitive Louisiana Community Development Block Grants (LCDBG) for 
funding water, wastewater, and road improvements in low to moderate income 
neighborhoods. The LCDBG program also assists with funding of emergency 
and economic development activities. The SCPDC has a Revolving Loan Fund 
(RLF). The RLF lowers the blended interest rate for total loan packages ranging 
from $25,000 to $250,000. SCPDC has coordinators that are front line project 
managers to assist with DRA investments that support job creation and community 
development. The SCPDS has a Bayou River Region Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy 2016-2019. It is available online and a hard copy is available 
for review. http://www.scpdc.org/docs/2016CEDS.pdf.

3. Delta Regional Authority
The Delta Regional Authority supports job creation and economic development 
through innovative approaches to growing local and regional leadership, 

E. Regional Economic Development Plans That Include Morgan City and Berwick
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     increasing access to quality healthcare, and boosting opportunities for      
     entrepreneurs to obtain affordable capital. The 252 counties and parishes     
     served by the Delta Regional Authority make up the most distressed area of   
     the country. DRA initiatives include small business support, workforce      
     development, health initiatives, tourism, infrastructure, and  leadership.     
     Louisiana Economic Development - See https://www.opportunitylouisiana.com

     4. Small Business Development Center 
     The study area is served by the Lafayette office. 
     See https://www.lsbdc.org/istart_a_business.php

F. Grant Applications – Biking

When Morgan City raised the levees, the City recognized that it would lose bike trails 
that were located atop the replaced levees. In Summer 2018, the City submitted two 
applications to replace and improve biking opportunities in the City. The first grant 
application, a Department of Transportation Safe Routes to Public Places grant, was 
written to connect Lawrence Park to the South Louisiana Community College. The 
second grant application, a Louisiana Recreational Trails grant, was submitted to 
pave a bike, jogging, and walking trail from Justa Street to the Cajun Coast Visitors 
and Convention Bureau Welcome Center. Additional bike trails are planned and a 
planning group meets to complete the total Bike Morgan City plan and chart a course 
of action for securing additional grants to make all neighborhoods of Morgan City 
connected through trails. 

In earlier years, Berwick submitted several grants with assistance from the South 
Central Planning District to secure biking trails that stand along Highway 182, follow 
Pattie Drive and circles back to Highway 182 following Old Spanish Trail and Gilmore 
Drive. The subdivisions of Country Club and Renwick offer striped biking lanes and 
/or street use for safe biking.

         

Preliminary paths for Bike Morgan City are shown.                        Berwick has many completed biking trails.                    
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G. BP Grant Monies

BP oil spill settlement - $9.5 million in state funds were secured by State Rep. 
Sam Jones and Sen. Bret Allain from the BP oil spill settlement. $3,248,000 of that 
money will be for improvements to the Atchafalaya Delta Wildlife Management Area 
Campground which will include the installation of rock jetties, bulkhead and boat 
dock, campground repairs and other improvements.
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A. Federal government affecting the study area

The Federal government is responsible for the conduct of national affairs.  Primarily 
through funding, many issues largely carried out by the states, such as health, 
education, environmental issues, industrial relations, public housing and others are 
under the oversight of the federal government.  A major responsibility of the Federal 
government is protecting its citizens.  The Constitution places national defense in the 
hands of the federal government. Therefore, new departments such as the Office of 
Homeland Security & Emerging Preparedness are a result of government regulations. 
One significant area of Federal government activity which affects the Morgan City/
Berwick area is related to the Morgan City Port.

B. Morgan City Port 

XI. Government

1. Dredging/Beneficial Use 

The port serves as the local sponsor for dredging activities conducted by the 
Corps of Engineers in the federally authorized channel.  Dredging (maintenance) 
of the channel must be done through contracts issued by the Corps of Engineers.  
Of course, numerous other federal agencies were involved in the permitting 
process, and the EPA monitors dredging activity to make sure marine life is not 
harmed. Dredging funds are allocated through the Corps’ Civil Works Programs 
with some supplemental funding to cover damages caused by natural disasters 
such as hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico.

The Port also looks for opportunities to apply for or to act as a sponsor with other 
agencies for federal funds that would aid in using Atchafalaya River sediment 
for coastal restoration and other beneficial use programs.  Examples include: 
RESTORE, CWPPRA, Corps of Engineers Beneficial Use of Dredge Material 
(BUDMAT) programs.
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2. Federal Grant Programs
From Fiscal Year 2009 through Fiscal Year 2016, the Morgan City Harbor and 
Terminal District was awarded over $3.8 million in Port Security Grants.  The Port 
District has realized numerous benefits from the Port Security Grant Program 
such as:

·  Radar and security cameras @800 Youngs road terminal facility  
  and at  the intersection of the Atchafalaya River and GIWW
·  Equipment for local law enforcement agencies (St. Mary Sheriff,  
  MCPD, Berwick PD) and the Morgan City Fire Departments
·  Security vessel for Port that serves multiple purposes including  
  surveys of the channel
·  Construction of 2 NOAA Ports stations
·  Purchase and installation of Electronics, Hardware, Software 
  used in the command center of the Port’s Emergency    
  Operations Center (7327 Highway 182, Morgan City)

Many of these components have helped the Port to create a Regional Collaboration 
Network that provides integration of multiple security systems including video 
surveillance, radar, automatic Identification system (AIS) military Blue force 
Tracking, computer-aided dispatch and weather alerts.  The system streamlines 
everything through a common operating platform known as TACCS (Touch 
Assisted Command and Control System) to several stakeholders: the Morgan 
City Harbor and Terminal District (host), the St. Mary Parish Sheriff’s Department, 
the Morgan City Police Department, the Berwick Police Department, the St. Mary 
Parish Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness, St. Mary 
Parish Levee District, and the U. S. Coast Guard.

The 35,000 square foot Emergency Operations Center was funded in part 
through the State of LA Capital Outlay Program. The Port is also seeking federal 
funds from the BUILD (Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development) 
Transportation Discretionary Grants program for enhancements to the dock at the 
terminal facility on Youngs Road.
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3. Federal/State Funding

In the past the Port has received funding through the U. S. Economic Development 
Administration and the Delta Regional Authority combined with Port funds, private 
funding and Louisiana’s Port Priority Program funding to build a facility to be 
leased to InterMoor, Inc. to keep the company from moving out of our District and 
the State of LA.  The 24-acre facility, located at 101 Youngs Road in Morgan City, 
officially opened in January 2011.

4. State Laws/Activity/Funding Programs

The Port would like to apply for Port Priority Funding with the State of LA 
Department of Transportation to make repairs and improvements to the rail spurs 
at the terminal facility. However, that program restricts most projects on properties 
that are not owned by the applicant. The Port’s terminal facility is located on land 
leased from the City of Morgan City and the H & B Young Foundation.

The availability of land for purchase within the district restricts Port growth.  
Through its enabling legislation by the State of LA, the Port is authorized to 
expropriate property, but that has not been a practice of the Commission.

C. The Legal System in Louisiana    

The legal system in Louisiana—unlike that of any other state—derives from the 
Civil Code established by the French emperor in 1804. Four years before Louisiana 
became a state in 1812, the former French and Spanish colony adopted a version of 
the Napoleonic Code. (Some people say it’s wrong to call Louisiana’s legal system 
“Napoleonic,” since the state Civil Code was also influenced by Spanish law. Historians 
still argue over the extent of this Spanish influence.) 

The resulting system of “civil law” in the state differs from the other 49 states’ 
“common-law” traditions in terms of methodology. Rulings in the French-influenced 
system derive from direct interpretation of the law; rulings in the common-law system 
give greater authority to legal precedent.

In theory, a judge in Louisiana decides a case based on his/her own interpretation of 
the code, not those of prior courts. In the other states, judges are supposed to make 
decisions based exclusively on previous rulings. But in practice, the two systems 
often work the same. Louisiana judges have the benefit of 200 years of case history, 
even if case law isn’t used as the fundamental basis for their rulings.
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Reference for above information: http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/
explainer/2005/09/louisianas_napoleon_complex.html

D.  Summary of State Laws—pamphlet available at www.legis.la.gov

The local government section, Article VI, of the Louisiana Constitution, is located on 
the Reference Table of the ULI workroom.  The following information regarding state 
law changes, current through the 2017 Second Extraordinary Session, is included 
here.

E. Parish of St. Mary

The parish is governed by an elected parish president and eleven council members.  
Council members represent the cities and towns and unincorporated areas of the 
parish.  The parish has five departments.  Economic Development, Finance Department, 
Personnel, Planning & Zoning, and Public Works.  The Assessor determines the fair 
market value of  property upon which the millage rate is applied. The millage rate is 
voted on by the public. The rates for these local areas are:

Example:  Downtown Morgan City       Example: Downtown Berwick

Tax Mills
Assessment District 2.8800
Consolidated Gravity Drainage #2 16.6300
Consolidated School District #5 11.1700
Constitutional School Tax 8.3500
Criminal Tax 3.6200
Law Enforcement District 10.7100
M. C. Harbor & Terminal 4.4800
Sixth Ward School Dist. Maintenance 11.7500
St. Mary Levee District 5.000
Total 74.5900

 

Tax Mills
Assessment District 2.8800
Consolidated School District #5 11.1700
Consolidated School District #2 12.1700
Constitutional School Tax 8.3500
Criminal Tax 3.6200
Law Enforcement District 10.7100
M. C. Harbor & Terminal 4.4800
St. Mary Public Library Bonds 0.3100
St. Mary Levee District 5.000
St. Mary Public Library District 5.7200
Wax Lake East Drainage 6.4400
Total 70.8500
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F. Local Government

      1. Morgan City

 b. Taxation

 Residential property owners pay the following millages:

Mills

City of Morgan City (Bonds)

1.2000
City of Morgan City General

14.7500
City of Morgan City Special

2.0000
Total

17.9500

a. Description: The city of Morgan City is governed by a mayor and five 
councilmen representing districts in the city.  Currently serving as mayor is 
Frank P. Grizzaffi, III.  The five council members are: Ron Bias, Ray Autrey, 
Tim Hymel, Mark Stephens, and Louis J. Tamporello.  Mark Folse is the Chief 
Administrative Officer and Directors are: Utilities—William Cefalu, Recreation—
Dwayne Barbier, Public Works—Michael Loupe, Finance—Deborah Garber, 
Planning and Zoning—Anthony Governale. Other departments include: 
Electric & Plumbing Inspections, Cemetery Manager, City Council Clerk and 
Purchasing Agent/IT.
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 c. Current Projects (2018)

Project Explanation Source of Funding Estimated Cost
Aqua Metric Water-Sewer-Gas will be upgraded 

to be read automatically from city 
hall

Excess revenue gov’t 
Capital Loan

$1,400,000

Lake End Park Upgrade asphalt roadways LEP maintenance 
funds combined with 
a road royalty

$189,000

Auditorium New Roof, concourse East/West H B Young 
Foundation

$117,000

Myrtle Street Generator, Sewer Pipe Lining, 
Larger sewer pipe installed under 
Hwy 182

DHH loan, pollution 
abatement

$440,000

Federal Master lift 
Station

Automated transfer switch Projects 
Continued

Capital continency $100,000

Water Hydrant Upgrade 40 hydrants to increase 
flow and help Fire Dept rating

$120,000

Utility System Final stages of full implementation 
of SCADA system

Utility surcharge $1,200,000

Lakeside sewer Pump replacement—installed 2 
main sewer lift pumps

Budget Funds $50,000

City Wide 
Beautification 

Trimmed, fertilized 163 Palm Trees Budget Funds $18.000

Front Street Water line replacement Road royalty and 
Public wok funds

$38,000

Police Dept 6 New vehicles/new leasing 
program (annually)

MCPD Budget $48,000

City Hall Renovation—windows caulked, 
doors and columns painted

Building maintenance 
funds

$18,000

M. C. Cemetery Asphalt Roadways (4 main roads) H B Young donation 
& road royalty

$100,000

M. C. Cemetery New Mausoleum construction 
beginning Aug. 2018

Cemetery 
maintenance funding 
w/sale of units

$400,000
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 d. Code of Ordinances

The city of Ordinances for the City of Morgan City can be found at https://
library.municode.com. They were adopted, July 25, 2000 and became effective 
on August 17, 2000.   The most recent  update is May 23, 2018. A review of 
the website indicates chapters including information from General Provisions, 
Buildings and Building Regulations, Fire Prevention and Protection, to Human 
Relations and Law Enforcement and many other issues.  There is a state law 
reference table included at the end of the list of chapters. (See website for a 
detailed list of chapters.)

2. Berwick

a. Description:  The Town of Berwick operates under a home rule  charter 
adopted by the electors of the community. The plan of government provided 
by this home rule charter is known  as the “mayor-council” form of government, 
consisting of an elected council that constitute the legislative branch of the 
government. The mayor serves as the chief executive officer and head of 
the executive branch. The mayor and council members serve 4-year terms, 
with elections held on the dates coinciding with congressional elections as 
provided by Louisiana law. The Mayor and individual council members can 
serve no more than three consecutive terms. Town Council meetings are held 
on the second Tuesday of each month.

The present Mayor is Louis Ratcliff who is serving his second term, having been 
elected in 2006.  Five individuals assist the mayor as town council members.  
They are:  Jacki Ackel, Duval Arthur, Troy Lombardo, Damon Robison, and 
Greg Roussel. The departments consist of Administration, Fire, Planning and 
Zoning, Police, and Public Works and Utilities.  
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  b. Taxation

 Residential property owners in Berwick in the downtown area pay   
 the following millages:

Mills

Berwick Drainage 25,000.00

Town of Berwick General 12.1200
Town of Berwick Special 6.000
Total 18.1200

  c. Projects planned for Berwick include:  

   · New Golden Farms’ Subdivision drainage pumping station -  
    $1.3 M

   · Repairs and asphalt overlay of Old Spanish Trail/Fairview  
    Road/Patty Drive/and streets around Berwick Elementary  
    and Library - $300,000

   · Upgrade of Baseball Field located at the Berwick Civic   
    Center - $25,000

   · New Gravity Sewer System located on Old Spanish Trail/  
    Highway 182 - $1.7M

   · Continued replacement of old water meters with new digital  
    meters - $25,000

   · Replacement of heater at Berwick Civic Center - $25,000

   · Repairs to roof at Town Hall - $4,000

   · Atchafalaya River Estates Subdivision (40 lots) being   
    developed by private citizen - $2.0 M

   · Southern Oaks Subdivision (16 lots) being planned by private  
    citizen - $1.0 M

   · Tour du Teche Memorial constructed on River Front- $4,000

   · Initial funding for Berwick Historical Committee - $5,000
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G. Summary of Laws and Regulations Impacting Land Use and Development

Morgan City is faced with two major challenges in development of property in 
Morgan City.  The first issue is the Base Flood Elevation which in the past has almost 
prohibited development of properties within the city limits due to required elevations.  
The St. Mary Parish Drainage District and the St. Mary Levee Board have worked to 
address the issue by substantially improving the levee system surrounding Morgan 
City to gain certification on the levees that will lower the base flood elevation and 
provide a needed boost for development.  The last and major hurdle to completing 
the levee system is Lakeside Subdivision.  The Drainage District still needs to come to 
a conclusion on how to levee Lakeside Subdivision with the challenge of not imposing 
on the residences along the lakefront.  The homeowners do not want to be excluded 
from the levee system but at the same time do not want their view of the lakefront 
restricted by a levee system.  Until this is agreed upon and implemented, there will 
not be certified levees for reasonable elevations.  The contractors have completed 
the upgrades to the levee system on both the East and West sides of Lakeside. A plan 
should be in place by the end of the year. 

The second issue relates to wetlands.  Hellenic Inc. has property that has been 
cleared and mowed for many years but because of standing water or the wrong 
type of vegetation it is considered wet.  This makes a great number of available 
acreage simply too expensive for development.  Cleared property within the levee 
and drainage systems should not cost thousands of dollars to mitigate.  The cost of 
mitigation effectively stops development of any large area.

d. Code of Ordinances

The Code of Ordinances for the Town of Berwick can be found  at https://
library.municode.com. They were adopted on February 13, 1968 and became  
effective on April 15, 1968.  The most recent updates of supplements were 
added as of July 28, 2017. A review of the website indicates chapters including 
information from General Provisions, Buildings and Building Regulations, Fire 
Prevention and Protection, to Waste Water and Public Wharfs and Docs and 
many other issues.  There is a state law reference table included at the end of 
the list of chapters. (See website for a detailed list of chapters.)
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1. Federal Incentives in Louisiana
The Opportunity Zones Program offers federal tax incentives to investors who make 
qualified equity investments in 150 designated Census tracts across Louisiana. In 
St. Mary Parish, Census Tracts 403, 404, 405, and 412 are listed. 

2. Louisiana Economic Development
Recognized for its innovation, effectiveness, flexibility and efficiency, LED  
FastStart® is the nation’s best state workforce training program. Louisiana FastStart 
provides customized employee recruitment, screening, training development and 
training delivery for eligible, new or expanding companies — all at no cost.

Louisiana’s Angel Investor Tax Credit (AITC) encourages accredited investors to 
invest in early stage, small wealth-creating Louisiana businesses that seek startup 
and expansion capital.

 • Provides a 25% tax credit on investments by accredited investors  
  who invest in businesses certified by Louisiana Economic   
  Development as Louisiana Entrepreneurial Businesses (LEB).
 • $3.6 million annual program cap.
 • Investors can invest $720,000 per business per year and $1.44  
  million per business over the life of the program.
 • The AITC Program sunsets on July 1, 2021.

Louisiana’s Digital Interactive Media and Software Development tax credit is 
helping innovative digital media and software development companies of all sizes 
gain a competitive edge. The incentive:

 • Provides a 25% tax credit on qualified payroll for in-state labor 
  and 18% for qualified production expenditures. 
 • No cap and no minimum requirement.
 • Tax credit can be applied to state income tax liability and the state  
  will refund any overages OR applicants can opt for 85% of the 
  value  earned as a rebate any time during the year.

H.  State Department of Economic Development
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The Enterprise Zone, or EZ program is a jobs incentive program that provides 
Louisiana income and franchise tax credits to a new or existing business located 
in Louisiana creating permanent net new full-time jobs and hiring at least 50% of 
those net new jobs from one of four targeted groups. 
The benefit provides:

 • Either a one-time $3,500 or $1,000 tax credit for each net new   
  job created.
 • A rebate of state sales and use taxes paid on qualifying    
  materials, machinery, furniture, and/or equipment purchased   
  or a 1.5% refundable investment tax credit on the total capital   
  investment, excluding tax exempted items. The rebate shall not  
  exceed $100,000 per net new job.

3. The Louisiana Industrial Ad Valorem Tax Exemption Program (ITEP) is an 
original state incentive program which offers an attractive tax incentive for 
manufacturers within the state. With local approval, the program provides up to a 
100% property tax abatement for an initial term of up to five years and the option 
to renew for up to three additional years at up to 80% property tax abatement 
on a manufacturer’s qualifying capital investment related to the manufacturing 
process.
Others: 
 • Motion Picture Production Tax Credit
 • Musical and Theatrical Production Tax Incentive
 • Qualified Entertainment 
 • Qualified Music
 • Quality Jobs
 • Sound Recording Investor Tax Credit
 • Research and Development Tax Credit
 • Restoration Tax Abatement

Louisiana offers special programs for small businesses. From entrepreneurial 
startups to small business growth and expansion, Louisiana offers a comprehensive 
array of educational, managerial and financial programs that cultivate small 
business opportunities.
For more information, please google Louisiana Economic Development.
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A. Educational System    

In rural settings, such as in Morgan City and Berwick, the quality of its elementary and 
secondary schools have a huge impact on the community, socially, emotionally, and of 
course educationally. Some would suggest that the community is largely determined by 
the strength and quality of its schools. Lacking a community college until July 2018 and 
recognizing the percentage of residents that pursue college, the K-12 system coupled 
with the technical school has shouldered the preparation of workforce development for 
the communities of Morgan City and Berwick. 

Morgan City and Berwick residents value its K-12 education, both public and parochial. 
When informed of educational purposes and needs, residents largely respond favorably 
to tax initiatives and fundraising efforts. Residents recognize and appreciate resourceful 
and learned teachers and applaud the school system when students excel in their 
studies.

1. History 

As early as 1848, “Free Public Schools” in St. Mary Parish were supported. The 
earliest record of money being dedicated for education in Brashear came in 1860 
when the mayor and council provided $300 toward the erection of a school building 
on the town square. However, a school would not open in Brashear (later named 
Morgan City) until after the Civil War. That school was named the Brashear Academy. 
Simultaneously in the community of Berwick, records show that Miss Tillie Gant 
taught school to her pupils.  

As for parochial education, the Marianite sisters opened the Academy of the Sacred 
Heart on September 4, 1893.  Thus by the early 1900s, education in Morgan City 
and in the parish was rapidly growing. In an effort to centralize educational authority 
in the parish, a school board was established by re-organizing the directors of the 
existing schools. The first recorded School Board meeting took place on 
September 17, 1900. 

XII. Agencies or Departments with 
Responsibilities in the Study Area
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Soon after the School Board was established, a burst of educational development 
took place in the parish. In Morgan City, the Morgan City Grammar school was in 
operation with seven grades. In Berwick, the Marianites in 1901, formally opened 
St. Stephen’s Catholic School. The first public school building was constructed in 
Berwick in 1904. 

The next several years, brought political skirmishing between teachers and 
administrators against the school board concerning pay and teaching expectations. 
This led in 1906 to the school superintendent, Dr. D. N. Foster, strongly recommending 
an “increase in teacher salaries and suggesting that only qualified teachers be hired 
for the upcoming year.” 

The Morgan City school district of the school board was created by ordinance in 
the summer of 1908. Mayor C. L. Wise with a levy of 2 ½ mills cited the need to 
erect a new school building. He told voters it had been 25 years since Morgan 
City had a “modern school building.” A new school building was soon built on the 
corner of Federal and Brashear on donated land by the William Drews. The building 
was occupied by the end of 1909 and was officially designated as a high school 
as of January 1, 1910. The first Morgan City High School graduates received their 
diplomas in 1911 with the Academy of the Sacred Heart graduating one student in 
June of the same year. 

Segregation was prevalent during the beginning of the twentieth century. In 1920, 
records indicate that the Board ordered all St. Mary Parish communities to open 
schools for black students although they recognized that schools for black students 
had been organized prior to 1918.  Education for black students had been largely in 
the hands of the area churches. One of the first schools for black children was on 
Greenwood Street and named Morgan City Academy. Another school would open 
on the corner of Seventh and Freret Streets.

The establishment of the Berwick School District was approved in 1924. A bond 
issue passed for a Berwick school building, and it was built in 1927.  The Berwick 
public school was designated as a Parish Junior High School. 

The flood of 1927, caused Morgan City High School to close before the end of the 
term, but a special dispensation was arranged so students did not lose credits. 
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The brothers H. M. and B. M. Young began a long financial donor relationship with 
Morgan City High School in 1930 by donating a radio to the school. Through current 
times the H & B Young Foundation supports Morgan City High School with an annual 
scholarship award and in support of programs that benefit Morgan City students. 

By 1930, Morgan City High School added courses in chemistry, physics, chorus, 
orchestra, and Home Economics and clubs such as Glee Club and the Home 
Economics. In 1950, a new elementary school, Klingsville Elementary, which would 
later become Julia B. Maitland Elementary was built. 

A new high school in Morgan City was built in 1952 on Marguerite Street and 62 
students graduated from the school at the end of the 1952-53 term. The former 
Morgan City High School facility at the corner of Brashear and Federal Avenues 
was designated as an elementary facility and re-christened as Maurice D. Shannon 
Elementary School.

During this same period of time, a contract was signed by the school board for a 
high school for black students. The school was completed in 1951 and opened as 
Morgan City Colored High School. Within five years, the school would be re-named 
Sumpter Williams High School after the father of the principal Ruth Williams. Mr. 
Williams had served for 18 years as president of the school board for black students.   

Additional public elementary schools were built in Morgan City: Wyandotte 
Elementary (1956), and M. E. Norman (1957) and Edward F. Jacquet Elementary 
(1959) as an elementary school for black students. While also at this time in Morgan 
City, the Gulf Area Vocational School opened. Growth prompted Sacred Heart 
Academy’s K-12 student body to relocate in 1957 to the current location as Sacred 
Heart High School. 

In Berwick, a new school opened in 1956 for black students, and in 1959 Berwick 
High School received state approval and graduated its first class.  

In 1964, two parochial elementary schools were formed: Holy Cross Elementary 
and Sacred Heart Elementary. Additionally, Sacred Heart High School’s name was 
changed to Central Catholic High School. 
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In 1965, the Federal judiciary ordered all public schools in St. Mary Parish to 
desegregate. A Freedom of Choice plan was used until 1970-71 and in 1970, Morgan 
City High School and Sumpter Williams High School fully integrated. The following 
year, a new high school was opened on a land site in Joka Subdivision, where the 
high school remains.

Private schooling was offered during Morgan City’s boom years.  In 1974, Margaret 
Squires Elementary opened as a private school so that “every student may be 
individually involved” in his/her education. In the 1978-79 school year Margaret 
Squires Elementary combined with Inglewood, the partner private high school. 
With an ambitious plan that included a natatorium, tennis courts, and gymnasium 
to prepare individuals with skills that would provide recreation and relaxation 
throughout students’ lives, Inglewood would soon close (1980) marking the plan as 
“possibly too ambitious or that its time had not yet come.” 

The following year, (1981) Immanuel Christian School opened to provide “a Christ 
centered and bible based environment for student learning. The school currently 
serves approximately 120 students. 

Sketch of Inglewood Expansion Showing Gymnasium and Natatorium (1979-80)
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2. Impacts of Student Enrollment Patterns in Growth Efforts

Shannon Elementary (2018) is shown.Student enrollment data in the Parish reflects a 
decline of nearly 1,000 students from 

 Over the course of time from 2006-2016, St. Mary Parish suffered declining 
student enrollment. At the end of SY2008-09, four public elementary schools 
were closed on the west end of the Parish. At the end of SY2015-16 the impact 
of a declining enrollment in Morgan City area resulted in the closing of M. D. 
Shannon Elementary. One additional school on the west end of the district was 
also closed that same year. 

A 100-year high school enrollment comparison is shown for St. Mary Parish. 
The chart reflects a high school demand level that has somewhat remained the 
same.  

The Louisiana Department of Education requires schools to submit enrollment  
numbers in October and February of each year to determine state funding levels 
for schools. In the following chart, February submissions by St. Mary Parish 
were used to determine whether local schools are increasing or decreasing in 
student enrollment. Student enrollment in Morgan City/Berwick schools reflect 
a continued gradual decrease. 

Decline of nearly 1000 students from 2006-2016 is shown. 

School Enrollment July 12, 
1916

Enrollment Oct. 1, 
2016

Franklin High School 748 363
Patterson High School 428 461
Morgan City High School 710 764
Agricultural High School in Centerville 
(grades 9-12)

210 168

West St. Mary High School (opened 1999) 347
Berwick High School (opened 1959) 537
TOTAL 2,096 students 2,640 students
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Enrollment Trends in Morgan City/Berwick (The Study Area)

* Student Enrollment & 2017 
Economically Disadvantaged %

2016 2017 2018

Berwick Elementary (62.68%) 569 532 538 550 526 477
J. B. Maitland Elementary (92.83%) 308 301 337 315 284 265
M. E. Norman Elementary (75.27%) 254 257 267 247 270 279
M. D. Shannon Elementary (N/A) 158 172 162 156
Wyandotte Elementary (72.27%) 310 293 286 287 328 339
Total Elementary Schools 1,418 1,360
Berwick Junior High (64.97%) 455 423 410 391 393 394
Morgan City Junior High (73.59%) 567 587 560 581 510 496
Total Junior Highs 970 972 903 890
Berwick High School (55.65%) 496 505 543 536 508 496

Morgan City High School (76.20%) 685 677 772 721 730 727

Total High Schools** 1,238 1,223
TOTAL ALL SCHOOLS 3,559 3,473

* February LDOE Enrollment Counts of each year. 
** The October 1 count is given in ( ) to indicate students present before mid-term graduation.

3. School Policies

      

The parochial schools have also been challenged to be efficient in school 
operations. In August 2018, Central Catholic High School and Holy Cross 
Elementary re-opened as a Unified Diocesan Catholic School for the “purpose 
of longevity through financial stability” and “presenting a unified identity.” The 
former schools of Holy Cross Elementary and Central Catholic High Schools are 
now a PK3-12th grade school named Central Catholic.

a. Public School 

The St. Mary Parish School Board Policy Manual contains the policies and 
procedures that govern parish public schools. The policies govern the 
board and the schools under their charge. The policies cover: organization, 
operations, administration, business and fiscal operations, facilities, 
instruction, students, and relations with agencies and the public.
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For example, Section FD of the policy manual states: 

It is the responsibility of the St. Mary Parish School Board to develop 
and implement plans for the school system that will meet the educational 
requirements of the community both today and in the future. For this reason 
the School Board shall develop a long-range building plan to be implemented 
to meet the parish’s requirements.

Section FDI details the public’s involvement in the long range planning. The 
sections provide guidance  for: raising physical standards of the schools, 
modernizing the schools in phases, and creating school complexes with 
involvement actively sought from the community. The entire manual can 
be found at:   https://www.stmaryk12.net/cms/lib/LA01907349/Centricity/
domain/772/forethought/StMaryCAPS.htm

b. Parochial and Private School Policies 

Central Catholic is located within the diocese of Houma-Thibodeaux. It 
operates as a diocesan school and follows policies outlined through the 
diocese’s Office of Catholic Schools. 

4. Teaching and Learning

a. Teaching
Many would suggest that a school is only as good as the people who operate 
a school. Thus the role that principals, teachers, and support staff contribute 
are of utmost importance. Currently (2018), Holy Cross Catholic Church 
and Central Catholic School employ a staff of over 60 faculty members, 
administrators, and support personnel with a student population of over 500. 

For SY2016-17, St. Mary Parish employed 609 teachers with an average  
compensation of $47, 249. Morgan City and Berwick schools compete 
for highly qualified and certified teachers with areas such as Lafourche, 
Terrebonne, Iberia, St. Martin, Assumption and Lafayette parishes.

The Louisiana Department of Education (LDOE) gathers teacher pay data 
annually from each district. The LDOE then ranks parishes on their level 
of average teacher compensation. The chart below reflects how St. Mary 
Parish teachers ranked each year for the period (2012-17). 
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 St. Mary Parish Teacher Salary Trend

School Year State Ranking Average Teacher Salary with Extra Compensation

2012-13 32 $47,903
2013-14 35 $48,075
2014-15 32 $48,596
2015-16 41 $47,734
2016-17 44 $47,249

Insurance and Benefits 

When educational dollars are cut due to declining enrollment, employee 
benefits are at risk. An example is a reduction in employee health benefits. 
St. Mary Parish moved from an 80/20 coinsurance plan to a 60/40 one and 
increased co-pays as cost-saving measures to balance the budget.

b. Learning 

Louisiana experienced a transition in recent years in setting standards and 
measuring learning because of the release of Every Student Succeeds Act 
(ESSA). On July 1, 2017, this law replaced No Child Left Behind as the 
country’s education law. The state submitted its plan to meet those standards 
along with developing tests to measure academic achievement under the 
new guidelines. Teachers persevered through great challenges in a changing 
educational expectations. 

The new federal law sets out academic and enrichment expectations for state 
and school leaders to:

 · raise fundamental academic expectations for students to be  
  equal with their peers across the country; 

 · recognize academic growth for all students; and

 · provide every student with enriching experiences and a 
  well-rounded education that is recognized in the state’s   
  accountability system.
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During the transition from No Child Left Behind to Louisiana’s plan for Every 
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), Morgan City and Berwick students continue to 
be tested as part of the state’s accountability plan. The state department of 
education posts results that are then collected by companies to post on their  
websites to promote home buying in an area. 

School performance data are posted on web sites such as schooldigger.com 
and  zillow.com.  Zillow advertises homes and then offers school information 
and student performance data for schools nearby. Schooldigger provides 
information and trend information on schools and then allows buyers to click 
on homes for sale near that school. Parents and persons looking to relocate to 
an area can use the data to make home purchasing decisions. The first school 
performance chart that Schooldigger uses is shown below for each school in 
the study area.

Morgan City/Berwick School Performance Rank in LA (2007-2017)

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
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While many states have been adapting their annual standardized tests to meet 
ESSA requirements, the college readiness test, ACT, has largely remained 
unchanged. Therefore, how Louisiana, the parish and schools in the study 
area offer quality data as a measure of student progress. As a note, Louisiana 
is one of 14 states that require all students to take the ACT test. Thus, test 
results reflect student achievement for all. Results are shown below for the 
graduating class of 2017. 

HIGH SCHOOLS

2017 ACT Average Scores by State (100% of Graduating Class Tested)

State 
 Average 

Composite         English           Math       Reading        Science
Minnesota 21.5 20.4 21.5 21.8 21.6
Colorado 20.8 20.1 20.3 21.2 20.9
Wisconsin 20.5 19.7 20.4 20.6 20.9
Missouri 20.4 19.8 19.9 20.8 20.5
Montana 20.3 19 20.2 21 20.5
Utah 20.3 19.5 19.9 20.8 20.6
Wyoming 20.2 19.4 19.8 20.8 20.6
Kentucky 20.0 19.6 19.4 20.5 20.1
Tennessee 19.8 19.5 19.2 20.1 19.9
Louisiana 19.5 19.4 18.8 19.8 19.6
Arkansas 19.4 18.9 19.0 19.7 19.5

Oklahoma 19.4 18.5 18.8 20.1 19.6
Alabama 19.2 18.9 18.4 19.7 19.4
North Carolina 19.1 17.8 19.3 19.6 19.3
South Carolina 18.7 17.5 18.6 19.1 18.9
Mississippi 18.6 18.2 18.1 18.8 18.8
Nevada 17.8 16.3 18.0 18.1 18.2
National 21.0 20.3 20.7 21.4 21.0
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Louisiana, which typically ranks near the bottom for tests such as NAEP, a 
national test for students at a younger age, ranked 11th out of 17 on ACT 
rankings. The higher position in ranking for Louisiana on ACT rather than 
NAEP may indicate what quality teachers can do in a state with a higher than 
average economically disadvantaged population. Below are ACT results for all 
high schools in St. Mary Parish.

St. Mary Parish ACT Results
100% Students Testing in 2016-17

School Number of Students ACT Composite
Berwick High School 135 20.9
Centerville High School 43 17.3

Franklin High School 89 17.3
Morgan City High School 142 19.2

Patterson High School 67 16.9
DISTRICT 563 18.7
STATE 41,132 19.6*

*Some rounding takes place when states analyze data. 

Schools in the study area, Morgan City High School and Berwick High School, 
both outperformed the district on the ACT. Morgan City High School, was 
just below the state average,  and Berwick High School exceeded the state 
average.

5. Beyond July 1, 2017

Looking ahead to the impact of more ESSA compliance reveals the addition of one 
more component in school performance measures, Interests and Opportunities. 
The chart on the next page outlines the upcoming addition. 
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The interests and opportunities indicator (five percent of each school’s score) will 
measure whether schools are providing students with access to a well-rounded 
education, exposing them to diverse areas of learning in which they can develop 
their skills and talents. This indicator will also measure the extent to which schools 
are providing students the opportunity to take courses needed to successfully 
transition to postsecondary studies, including courses for college credit and those 
that lead to a recognized industry credential. 

All elementary and middle settings should offer every Louisiana student access to:

 · quality visual and performing arts, 

 · foreign language instruction, 

 · technology consistent with current standards, and a 

 · variety of co-curricular activities (academic, athletic, and special  
  interests). 

The chart shows Louisiana’s current plan for school performance measures.
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High schools should offer all Louisiana students access to:  

 · all courses required for receiving TOPS University and TOPS Tech  
  scholarships, 

 · a variety of statewide Jump Start training pathways leading   
  to advanced credentials, or an associate’s degree aligned to top- 
  demand occupations. (From: https://www.louisianabelieves.com/
  docs/default-source/louisiana-believes/essa-regional-   
  accountability-meeting-presentation.pdf?sfvrsn=5)

The additional performance measure, Interests and Opportunities, may suggest 
future hiring opportunities in Louisiana, St. Mary Parish, and in the schools in the 
study area. 

Reality of ESSA Impact: Because of declining student enrollment, St. Mary Parish 
has been challenged to maintain current levels of student offerings. For SY2018-
19 St. Mary Parish High Schools returned to a 7-period school day, reduced staff 
through attrition, and offered high school students 28 credits instead of 32. 

6. Post-secondary Learning

In 2015 South Central Louisiana Technical – Young Memorial Campus in Morgan 
City, LA awarded 4,124 degrees. The student population of Morgan City, LA is 
skewed away from females, with 3,566 male students and 558 female students. 
Most students in Morgan City, LA are White (2,751 and 66.7%), followed by Black 
or African-American (946 and 22.9%), Hispanic or Latino (195 and 4.73%), and 
American Indian (88 and 2.13%). The most popular majors in Morgan City, LA are 
Marine Science & Merchant Marine Officer (2,884 and 69.9%), Welding Technology 
(336 and 8.15%), and Automobile Mechanics Technology (91 and 2.21%). 
See: https://datausa.io/profile/geo/morgan-city-la/#education
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B. Cajun Coast Visitors & Convention Bureau

St. Mary Parish is located midway between New Orleans and Lafayette via US 
highway 90. In 1999, the St. Mary Parish Tourist Commission was rebranded to the 
Cajun Coast Visitors & Convention Bureau.  While the entire parish is not “Cajun,” the 
Bureau wanted to take advantage of the word “Cajun” and its international appeal.  
This decision was strategic with the logo, colors and visual look in the “Cajun Country” 
region of Louisiana. 

Cajun Coast Visitors & Convention Bureau (CCVCB) is the destination marketing 
and management organization for St. Mary Parish. It is a political subdivision of the 
state and is funded through a 4% occupancy tax on hotels/motels in St. Mary Parish.  
There are approximately 1,400 hotel rooms throughout the parish with 747 of those in 
Morgan City.  Its budget is approximately $725,000.

The CCVCB includes the parish, five municipalities--including Morgan City and 
Berwick, and the Sovereign Nation of the Chitimacha.  Cajun Coast is governed by 
nine commissioners and operates two welcome centers employing four full time 
employees, five part-time employees and two as needed.

The vision for the CCVCB is to be a year-round sustainable international visitor 
destination recognized for its Atchafalaya Basin and Atchafalaya National Heritage 
area resources. The resources include unique experiences in community cultural 
heritage, branded festivals, meetings and special events, bayou and waterway leisure 
pursuits, along with casino gaming and ecotourism adventures.

One extremely successful event, the Tour du Teche, has morphed into different 
kayaking races along the Bayou Teche, at different times of the year, utilizing both the 
waterways and the wonderful weather that is enjoyed by area residents during the fall 
and winter months. The Tour du Teche 135 (135 miles long) will be held Oct. 5-7, 2018 
starting in Port Barre, LA and ending in Berwick, LA.

In 2017, over 47 million people visited the state of Louisiana with 15 million of those 
visiting New Orleans.  In a 2014 Louisiana Visitors Convention survey, Houma/Morgan 
City shared 7% of the visitors--equaling over 3 million visitors. 
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C. Chamber of Commerce

The St. Mary Parish Chamber of Commerce serves the entire parish and has offices 
in Morgan City and Franklin. The Chamber helps businesses grow by facilitating the 
communication of their openings for the purpose of improving the economic and civic 
well-being of the area. 
The Chamber offers numerous luncheons, business after hours, and a wide range 
of special events throughout the year to share information with members and allow 
members to support each other through networking opportunities. The Chamber 
issues a weekly newsletter to detail upcoming events and facilitates businesses 
displaying their information in the Chamber lobby. The chamber offers a program 
called “Leadership St. Mary” that takes a cohort group through 8-10 day-long 
sessions of panel discussions and field trips that immerse the leaders in the societal, 
historical, and cultural background of the parish for the development of skills for civic 
leadership.  

D. Clubs and Organizations 

Numerous clubs and organizations exist in the Morgan City/Berwick areas.

1. Morgan City Main Street:  As evidenced by the studies, Morgan City Main 
Street exists and is working to promote Downtown Morgan City and encourage 
historic preservation. Its motto is “Live Here. Buy Here. Thrive Here.”

2. St. Mary Council on Aging, Inc. is a private, non-profit corporation and is 
governed by a Board of Directors. It is funded by federal, state, and local 
municipalities, the St. Mary Parish Government, and the United Way of South 
Louisiana. Activities and services are open to senior citizens 60 years of age and 
older of St. Mary Parish without regard to race, color, or national origin.

3. St. Mary Outreach, established in 1985, is a private, nonprofit emergency 
service agency. Located in Morgan City, it was first opened as a food bank to 
meet the growing need of the community in the Tri-City area. Now it offers food, 
clothing, hygiene and cleaning supplies, infant and elderly supplies, rental and 
utility assistance, as well as life-sustaining medications when funds are available. 
The organization relies on donations from foundations, civic organizations, 
churches, local businesses, as well as individuals in the communities. Several 
fundraisers throughout the year help the organization operate. St. Mary Outreach 
serves approximately 350 to 450 individuals per month. That number triples in 
October, November and December.
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4. The St. Mary Association for the Advancement of Retired People is located 
in Morgan City. It services senior citizens and has been in operation for over 30 
years. Its address is 4014 Chennault St. and it generates approximately $214,395 
per year and usually employs 7 people at its location. The group hosts exercise 
classes at its facilities as well as group activities for the elderly throughout the 
year. 

5. NAACP The St. Mary Parish Chapter of the NAACP serves the Morgan City / 
Berwick area needs. The organization meets regularly and meetings are open to 
the public. 

6. 100 Black Men of St. Mary Parish mentors area youth and also offers scholarships 
to high school graduates from the area high schools. Clarence Robinson, the 
acting executive director of the Morgan City and Berwick Housing Authority is 
also  the president of the St. Mary Chapter of 100 Black Men.

7. Mardi Gras Krewes: Active Mardi Gras Krewes in the area include the Krewe 
of Galatea, Krewe of Hephaestus, Krewe of Adonis, Krewe of Hannibal (Morgan 
City), Krewe of Dionysus (Berwick) as well as active krewes in the western end of 
the parish which work all year to host entertaining events during the Mardi Gras 
season – parades, balls, and dinners- a cultural phenomenon that can be enjoyed 
in a small town atmosphere.

8. Shrimp and Petroleum Festival: The Shrimp and Petroleum Festival is the 
oldest chartered harvest festival in Louisiana honoring the two industries that built 
the area. Activities include an arts and crafts show, live music, children’s activities, 
carnival, a blessing of the fleet, street parade, 5k run/walk, fireworks, car show, 
gospel stage, art show, an outdoor mass, and plenty of food. This event is free 
to the public and thousands of people travel to the area to enjoy the activities in 
Morgan City during the Labor Day weekend. 
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9. Community Concert Association - On Sept. 24, 1947, a group of 50 progressive 
citizens of the Morgan City area met to form the Morgan City Municipal Concert 
Association. The purpose of this organization was to 
 • cultivate an interest in good cultural entertainment in the citizens  
  of St. Mary Parish and its surrounding area
 • provide an opportunity to hear and see artistic presentations in the  
  form of concerts and recitals.
 • encourage public appreciation of the performing arts and the   
  teaching of art, music, history of music, and music appreciation in  
  the schools of St. Mary Parish.
 • build and maintain a permanent concert audience on a    
  membership basis.

This organization was officially formalized on October 14, 1947, with the election 
of the officers. The Morgan City Municipal Concert Association was incorporated 
on August 17, 1950. On January 12, 1987, the name of the organization was 
changed to the Morgan City Community Concert Association (MCCCA). The 
Association consists of no fewer than 6 nor more than 24 board members. All 
concerts and recitals were held in the M.D. Shannon Elementary gymnasium until 
the construction of the Morgan City Municipal Auditorium in 1964. Since then, all 
concerts have been held in the Paul Schreier Theater of the Municipal Auditorium. 
MCCCA’s mission is to offer all our subscribers the opportunity to experience 
the magic of live performance by bringing artists and audiences together. The 
continued support, moral and financial, of our subscribers and its benefactors 
have made it possible to achieve these goals and look forward to a vibrant and 
successful future.

10. Morgan City Rotary – The service organization was founded in 1936. The group 
operates as a “people of action” and strives for each member to  place “service 
above self.” The group meets weekly for lunch and hosts different speakers who 
share community news and projects with the Rotarians. The group annually names 
an outstanding citizen of the community and awards a scholarship to a graduating 
high school student. For the last 24 years, the group has hosted the parish’s 
high schools for a New Generation Forum. At this forum, each school presents a 
community project. Many of the ideas that come from the forum have been funded 
and remain in operation. 
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11. East St. Mary Kiwanis – The Kiwanians are an active group. They host several 
fundraisers a year to support their donations for community needs. Some of the 
fundraisers include Trivia Night, Kids Fishing Rodeo (10 years of hosting), and a 
Poker Run. Some of the organizations that they contribute to are the Morgan City 
Petting Zoo, Boys Scouts, St. Mary Outreach, St. Mary Art Show, and Children’s 
Theatre. The group also awards an annual scholarship to seniors at the East St. 
Mary high schools.  

12. St. Mary One, Inc., - is a non-profit organization working to promote economic 
development within St. Mary Parish. Their goal is to reduce spending and taxes 
within St. Mary Parish to create more opportunities for the businesses and 
citizens of the area. The organization’s website - st.maryone.org- lists specific 
fiscal challenges that the area is facing and how consolidation in the parish would 
help to alleviate these problems. 

E. Churches
Better than 40 churches conduct services in the Morgan City and Berwick areas. 
Thirty-two of those are located in Morgan City and are affiliated with Baptist, 
Catholic, Episcopal, Methodist, Pentecostal, and other denominations. Recently, a 
church, Iglesia Bautista Latina El Calvario opened its doors, reflecting the changing 
demographics and needs of residents in the area. 

Eleven churches are operational in Berwick reflecting a similar denominational 
breakdown of religions. Each Friday, the local paper, the Daily Review lists a directory 
of churches. The page long listing is provided through local business advertising.  
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F. Foundations
Two foundations are primary sources of philanthropic support in the communities of 
Morgan City and Berwick. 

1. St. Mary Parish Foundation 
Founded in 2010, the St. Mary Parish Foundation is an affiliate of Community 
Foundation of Acadiana (CFA). The focus of the group is to grow and strengthen 
philanthropy, develop a permanent source of funding, determine local priorities, 
make regional connections, and provide credibility through CFA alignment in 
grant-making, administrative support, and tax-exempt status. The Foundation 
determines strategic initiatives and conduct competitive grant-making for nonprofit 
organizations, churches and school. The Foundation has assets of nearly $3 
million and has given out $77,000 in grants for primarily education, but also youth 
development, human services, and arts and culture. 

2. H & B Young Foundation
The Hugh and Byrnes Young Foundation was incorporated in 1955 and became 
operational in 1957. The Foundation supports educational and community 
development in Morgan City. The Foundation annually awards a scholarship to 
a graduate of Morgan City High School and Central Catholic High School. When 
requested by school principals, the Foundation has funded technology needs 
of Morgan City elementary students. The Foundation works with the mayor of 
Morgan City to fund municipal improvements. 
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Introduction 

The  community  of  Morgan  City,  Louisiana,  is  a  prosperous  City 
founded  upon  its  unique  water  resources.  The  Atchafalaya  River, 
Intracoastal Canal, and Lake Palourde are unique advantages for water‐
based  shipping,  industry,  and  recreation.  However,  an  evolving 
economy and recent natural events have stimulated thinking about the 
future  course  of  the  City,  both  in  terms  of  how  it  maintains  its 
importance as an  industrial  center, and how  it  establishes a vision  for 
long‐term sustainability and resiliency to potential future natural events. 

The City  is addressing  this  through a planning process  that will yield 
two major products:  a Future Land Use  and Development Plan  (FLUDP) 
and  a  Zoning  and  Land  Development  Code  (ZLDC).  The  FLUDP  will 
describe how various portions of the City should be used to meet local 
goals  of  economic  development,  neighborhood  preservation  and 
stability,  recreation,  environmental  conservation,  and  community 
character. The ZLDC will establish regulations related to the subdivision 
and/or  development  of  property  within  the  City.  Together,  these 
products will  enable City  leaders  and  staff  to  align public  investment 
with  private  development  in  order  to  create  a  sustainable  long‐term 
growth model for the community. 

Part 1, Existing Conditions & Characteristics of the FLUDP provides a 
brief  summary  of  observations,  analysis,  and  input  gained  since  the 
beginning  of  the  planning  process.  It will  establish  a  context  for  the 
recommendations  found  in  Part  2,  Future  Land  Use  &  Development 
Goals and Objectives, by identifying the major characteristics of existing 
development  and  describing  the  key  factors  that will  likely  influence 
growth over the next fifteen to twenty years. This document will set the 
stage for updating the City’s zoning and land development regulations. 

It should be noted  that, as of  the  time of  this documents delivery, one 
critical piece of data was not  available. The City  is  currently working 
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with  the  U.S.  Federal  Emergency  Management  Agency  (FEMA)  to 
determine  new  Flood  Insurance  Rate  Map  (FIRM)  flood  zone 
boundaries. As  this  information  is  finalized,  it  should be  incorporated 
and considered as part of the FLUDP and subsequent ZLDC. 

Existing Land Use and Development Context 

The  following  section  describes  the  important  land  use  and 
development considerations in Morgan City. 

Land Use Influences 

Morgan  City’s  historic  land  use  pattern  is  primarily  shaped  by  the 
waterways that define it boundaries; the Atchafalaya River, Intracoastal 
Canal,  and  Lake  Palourde.  As  displayed  in  Map  1.1,  Land  Use 
Influences, these features (among others) establish the framework for the 
major  industrial  and  recreational  aspects  of  the  community.  The 
Atchafalaya  River  and  Intracoastal  Canal  waterfronts  host  the  City’s 
industrial base. Older industrial lots along the Atchafalaya River extend 
inland to the east side of Front Street, and quickly give way to some of 
the City’s oldest neighborhoods. Larger industrial development lines the 
Intracoastal Canal. These lots are substantially larger, and extend inland 
to  Railroad  Avenue.  North  of  Railroad  Avenue,  non‐water  based 
industrial uses blend into retail and residential uses. 
 
From  the  waterfront,  a  consistent  grid  was  established  that  contains 
much of the City’s traditional development. This original grid is bound 
generally by the Atchafalaya River to the north and west, Sixth Street to 
the east, and Ditch Avenue to the south. Other portions of the City have 
seen more contemporary development. The north side of the City east of 
Sixth Street  includes more modern housing on a street network  that  is 
well‐integrated  into  the old grid,  though  its block  sizes vary  from  the 
original  pattern.  South  of  this modern  housing  network  is  a modern 
office  area  that  has  a  “super  block”  pattern. Here,  older  streets  have 
been  removed  to  create  larger  parcels  that  can meet  the  demands  of 
contemporary development. 
 
Perhaps  no  portion  of  the  City  illustrates  its  evolution  better  than 
Highway  182.  Its  variety  of  lot  sizes,  surrounding  context,  and 
transportation  infrastructure  demonstrate  changing  development 
practices and influence of enhanced personal mobility over the past 100 
years. 
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While much of  the southern and western portions of  the City are  fully 
developed, most  of  the  northern  and  eastern portions  remain  in  their 
natural  state  (with  the  exception  of  Lake  End  Park  and  a  residential 
development  located  between  Justa  Street  and Walnut  Drive). While 
development  proposals  have  been  considered  for  portions  of  these 
undeveloped  areas  along  Lake  Palourde,  none  have  commenced 
construction. 

Existing Land Use Patterns 

There are clear delineations between developed and undeveloped areas 
of  the  City.  The  overall  footprint  of  the  City  has  remained  largely 
unchanged  for  several  decades.  Most  of  the  undeveloped  areas  are 
subject  to  substantial  flooding,  though  recent  and  planned  future 
investment in levees is creating and will create new developable land. 

Residential  neighborhoods  vary  greatly  depending  on  the  era  of 
development. Much of the pre‐1950 housing exists south of Sixth Street. 
Pockets of planned housing exist throughout the City and are generally 
located where neighborhoods abut prominent corridors or other uses. 

Morgan City’s  commercial  spine  is Highway  182. Development  along 
this corridor  includes small  industrial and  intensive commercial  lots  in 
the  eastern  half,  and  transitions  to  a  more  retail‐oriented  pattern  of 
large‐lot and small‐lot mix in the central and western portions. 

The  growing  office  district  at  the  north  end  of  Brashear  Street  hosts 
much of  the professional  jobs  in  the City. The Teche Regional Medical 
Center anchors the west end of the area, and several clinics and medical 
support offices surround it. Other blocks are occupied by general office 
functions transitioning to retail uses toward the Highway 182 corridor. 

Industrial  activity  is  mostly  strung  along  the  Atchafalaya  River  and 
Intracoastal Canal. Lighter  industrial activity  is present along Railroad 
Avenue,  and  in  smaller  locations  through  the  fringes  of  established 
neighborhoods. 

Morgan City’s existing land use characteristics are displayed in Map 1.2, 
Existing  Land  Use,  and  summarized  in  Table  1,  Existing  Land  Use 
Characteristics (on page following  map). 
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Table 1, Existing Land Use Characteristics 
Parcels  Area (Acres) 

Qty.  % of Total  Qty.  % of Total 

Residential  6185  77.6%  805.6  27.5% 

Single‐Family  5760  72.3%  692.5  23.6% 
Mobile Homes  256  3.2%  59.6  2.0% 
2‐3 Units  36  0.5%  9.4  0.3% 
4+ Units  133  1.7%  44.1  1.5% 

Commercial  1207  15.1%  914.8  31.2% 

Retail  634  8.0%  258.7  8.8% 
Industrial  182  2.3%  417.8  14.3% 
Office  226  2.8%  63.2  2.2% 
Government Services  44  0.6%  14.6  0.5% 
Institutional  121  1.5%  160.6  5.5% 

Open Lands  578  7.3%  1209.3  41.3% 

Recreation  20  0.3%  68.6  2.3% 
Utility/Infrastructure  18  0.2%  5.0  0.2% 
Vacant  540  6.8%  1135.7  38.8% 

Total  7970  100.0%  2929.7  100.0% 
 

Development Trends 

The  following  sections  highlight  various  factors  that  are  affecting  the 
quality and character of the built environment. 

Accessory Vehicles 
As displayed  in Map 1.3, Accessory Vehicles, a comprehensive, parcel‐
based field survey determined that there were 285 boats, 62 recreational 
vehicles,  and  136  cargo  trailers  visible  from  the  street.  Further 
determination was made as to whether the vehicles were located in the 
roadway,  driveway,  or  front/side  yards.  Although  accessory  vehicles 
were  found  throughout  the  community,  they  were  predominantly 
located in single‐family residential areas. In addition, the survey showed 
that  these  accessory vehicles were  relatively dispersed  throughout  the 
single‐family residential areas, where no single area exhibited a greater 
concentration than another area. 

During the public participation portion of this plan, residents expressed 
dissatisfaction  regarding  the prevalence of stored accessory vehicles  in 
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the public’s view. They indicated that it detracted from the City’s visual 
appearance  and  reduced  the  overall  quality  of  life  in  the  community. 
When  accessory  vehicles  were  stored  within  the  line‐of‐sight  of 
vehicular  traffic,  residents  expressed  concerns  that  it  was  created 
hazardous driving conditions and endangered pedestrians. 

Accessory Structures 
As displayed  in Map 1.4, Accessory Structures,  there were 984 parcels 
(out  of  approximately  8,500  parcels)  that  had  accessory  structures. 
Similar to what was found with accessory vehicles; accessory structures 
were  relatively dispersed  throughout  single‐family  residential areas  in 
the community. The survey further showed that the predominate use of 
these accessory structures was for storage (653 structures) and that over 
20  parcels  had mobile  homes  sharing  the  same  parcel  as  the  primary 
residence.   Although  there was not a direct analysis made,  it appeared 
that there were more accessory structures  located in areas with smaller 
lots;  this  may  be  due  to  the  existence  of  smaller  back  yards  or  the 
inability to screen the storage by a privacy fence. 

Building Condition 
As displayed  in Map 1.5, Building Condition, an analysis was done  to 
determine  the  building  condition  of  structures  within  the  City.  This 
analysis  (based on an excellent  to dilapidated grading scale) evaluated 
structures in the community based on their structural condition as well 
as their aesthetic appeal as a function of routine maintenance.  

As determined by the survey, the City’s residential areas exhibit varying 
levels  of  condition.  In  some  of  the  newer  residential  areas,  e.g.,  the 
subdivision  located between Justa Street and Walnut Drive, the overall 
condition is excellent. Likewise, the residential areas north of Marguerite 
Drive and east of Sixth Street are in excellent to good condition. In many 
other parts of the City, however, the condition of residential structures is 
not  as  good.  For  example,  in  the  area  bounded  by  Federal  to  Front 
Streets  and  Levee  Road  to  Belanger  Street,  the  residential  structures 
show  a  substantial  amount  of  decay  and  increased  dilapidation.  Just 
south,  in  the  area  bounded  by  Federal  to  Front  Streets  and  Belanger 
Street  to  Railroad  Avenue,  the  overall  condition  improves  to  fair  to 
good. One other area of significance is the multi‐family housing project 
bordered by Marguerite Street  and Veterans Boulevard. Despite being 
built  using  durable  brick  construction,  the  general  condition  of  these 
structures  exhibit  significant  signs of weathering and various  states of 
disrepair. 

The  City’s  commercial  areas  also  exhibit  varying  levels  of  condition. 
Along  the City’s main  commercial  corridor, Highway  182,  there were 
large areas of excellent  to good condition  (i.e., near Highway 90,  from 
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Cottonwood to East Streets, and east of Roderick Street) intermixed with 
fair  to  poor  (i.e.,  Redwood  to  Cottonwood  Streets,  East  to  Roderick 
Streets,  and  east  of  Industry  Road).  Railroad  Avenue’s  commercial 
areas, in contrast, largely exhibited good to excellent conditions. 

Many of  the City’s  industrial areas are separated  from  the community 
by Railroad Avenue and  the Seawall. These areas have been designed 
and maintained  to serve a  functional purpose. Consequently,  there has 
not been much consideration in the past as to their visual appearance or 
the impact on the overall quality and condition of the built environment. 
In the areas where  industry  is not separated from the community (e.g., 
the industrial areas along Highway 182), this lack of consideration has a 
greater impact on the perceived quality of life in the community.  

Vacant Structures 
A  survey was  also  taken  of  all  the  vacant  structures  in  the  City. As 
displayed in Map 1.6, Vacant Structures, there was a strong correlation 
between  the  areas with  fair,  poor,  or  dilapidated  building  conditions 
and  the amount of vacant structures. As  the City moves  forward with 
redevelopment  and  revitalization  efforts,  priority  should  be  given  to 
proactively  acquiring  these properties  and  returning  them back  to  the 
tax  rolls  as  soon  as  possible.  This  could  be  effectively  accomplished 
using  a  variety  of  redevelopment  /  revitalization  techniques,  which 
could include facilitating public/private redevelopment efforts similar to 
those that were recently undertaken by the Community Action Agency 
along Shore Street. 

Building Materials 
As  displayed  in Map  1.7,  Building Materials  –  Front,  and Map  1.8, 
Building Materials – Side, a wide range of materials have been used to 
construct  structures  in  the  community.  Out  of  over  7,600  structures 
surveyed, the majority were constructed out of brick and siding (i.e., 38 
percent  and  39  percent,  respectively).  Residential  construction  was 
divided  between  brick  and  siding,  where  newer  construction 
predominantly  used  brick  and  older  construction  used  siding  (i.e., 
metal, vinyl, or asbestos). Many residences exhibited a blend of the two, 
although  the  primary material  tended  to  be  brick, while  vinyl was  a 
supplementary material in the overall façade.  

The commercial corridors ranged from the more expensive stucco to less 
costly  (and  less  durable  and  desirable  too)  metal.  These  structures 
tended to also be differentiated by age, where newer and contemporary 
structures primarily used brick, stucco, and decorative stone; and older 
construction  used  metal.  The  industrial  areas  followed  traditional 
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industrial  construction  practices  by  utilizing  metal  as  the  dominant 
construction type. 

Existing Character Framework 

Morgan City is made up of a variety of land uses and character types. In 
this  context,  “character”  is  dependent  upon  a  number  of  factors, 
including land use, but also defining attributes like street pattern, right‐
of‐way width,  lot size, building and  impervious cover, scale, and open 
space. Generally, Morgan City includes the following character types: 

Downtown / Downtown Fringe 

General  Area:  From  Front  Street  to  Third  Street,  and  from  Railroad 
Avenue to Highway 90. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Traditional  zero‐setback  downtown  on  Front  Street,  Railroad 
Avenue, and some blocks extending east to First Street. 

x Civic center consisting of the historic Public Library, City Hall, and 
other community‐based services. 

x Downtown  fringe  consisting  of  residential  structures  (some  of 
which  have  been  converted  into  local  institutional  or  office uses) 
and Lawrence Park. 

Highway 182 Corridor – Western Segment 

General Area: Brashear Avenue from Front Street to Fifth Street. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Small‐lot  development  in  traditional  mixed‐use  or  residential 
structures. 

x Mix  of  local  retail  and  services  uses,  including  home  office,  auto 
service, restaurants, and general retail. 

x Generally  pedestrian‐oriented with  buildings  located  toward  the 
street,  although  some  sites  have  been  retrofit  to  accommodate 
automotive access. 
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Highway 182 Corridor – Central Segment 

General Area: Highway 182 from Fifth Street to Redwood Street. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Mix  of  small‐lot  single‐tenant  retail  and  large‐lot  multi‐tenant 
commercial centers. 

x Buildings  are  typically  set  back  from  the  street  and  focus  on 
automotive access to the site and parking areas. 

x Mix of local retail and services uses, including office, general retail, 
auto service, hotel, restaurant, and regional commerce. 

Highway 182 Corridor – Eastern Segment 

General Area: Highway  182  from Redwood  Street  to  eastern City  limit 
boundary. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Mix  of  small‐lot  commercial  development  and  large‐lot  multi‐
tenant commercial centers. 

x Building location varies from small setbacks with small parking lots 
in  front  of  the  building,  to  larger  front  yards  with  substantial 
parking in front of the building. 

x Mix of local commercial and industrial uses, including small offices, 
local general retail, restaurants, auto service, hotel, small industrial 
and  manufacturing,  car  and  truck  rental,  and 
recreation/entertainment. 

Maritime Industrial 

General Area: Atchafalaya River and Intracoastal Canal Waterfronts. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Medium  or  large‐lot  industrial  development  reliant  upon  access 
provided by waterfront or Highway 182. 

x Industrial sites are typically buffered from surrounding residential 
areas  by  the  Front  Street  flood wall  or  the  above‐grade Railroad 
Avenue rail corridor. 

x Mix  of  local  heavy  industrial  and  non‐industrial  uses  including 
heavy manufacturing, shipping, schools, cemeteries, and pockets of 
residential development. 
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Neighborhood Industrial 

General Area: Scattered sites and corridor throughout the City. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Small  or  medium‐lot  industrial  development  not  reliant  upon 
intense transportation access or infrastructure. 

x Industrial  lots  are  frequently  integrated  among  or  abutting 
residential blocks with various degrees of buffering. 

x Mix of local industrial uses with relatively low nuisance. 

Office District 

General Area:  From  Sixth  Street  to David Drive  and  from Greenwood 
Street to Pine Street. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Large‐parcel  office  development  on  urban  “super  blocks”  with 
significant  setbacks  to  accommodate  parking  in  front  of  the 
building. 

x Small  areas  of  traditional  platting  and  grid  hosting  residential 
structures mixed in with office infill. 

x Mix of office and commercial uses including general office, medical 
office  and  support  clinics,  restaurants,  general  retail, multi‐tenant 
commercial  centers, auto  sales and  service, boat  sales and  rentals, 
local services, and residential. 

Traditional Neighborhood 

General Area: Most  residential  areas west  of  Sixth  Street  and  south  of 
Highway 182. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Pre‐World  War  II  neighborhood  development  with  typical  lot 
widths of 50 feet. 

x Some  blocks  have  alleys  that  provide  rear‐loaded  parking, while 
blocks without alleys use curb‐loaded on‐site parking. 

x Relatively  high  lot  coverage  limits  the  ability  to  store  multiple 
vehicles on‐site. 
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Contemporary Neighborhood 

General  Area: Most  residential  areas  east  of  Sixth  Street  and  north  of 
Highway 182. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Post‐World  War  II  neighborhood  development  with  typical  lot 
widths of 60 to 65 feet. 

x There are no alleys and lots use curb‐loaded on‐site parking. 
x Additional  lot width permits for better on‐site parking of multiple 

vehicles. 

Mixed Housing Development 

General Area: Scattered sites throughout the City. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Multiple  parcel  or  block  developments  that  include  several 
residential structures. 

x May include dedicated open space or recreational amenities shared 
by residential structures. 

x Parking is typically shared by multiple residential structures. 
x May include a distinct internal street network, or be well integrated 

into the surrounding grid pattern. 

Open Space 

General  Area:  Primarily  north  of  Highway  90  and  east  of  Veterans 
Boulevard. 
 
Land Use and Development Characteristics: 

x Large tracts of undeveloped natural open space. 
x Active  open  space  at  Lake  End  Park  includes  picnic  facilities,  a 

marina, boat launch, beach, and pedestrian trail network. 

Illustrated  in Map  1.9,  Existing  Land  Use  &  Character  Types  is  the 
geographic  distribution  of  the  various  land  use  and  character  types 
described above. 
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Existing Environment and Infrastructure 

Much of the impetus of this FLUDP stems from the recent natural events 
that  have  demonstrated  the  fragility  of  the  community  and  need  for 
appropriate  long‐term  development  policies.  Of  course,  the  primary 
environmental  factor  is  the  risk  of  flooding.  Over  the  past  several 
decades, the City has taken steps to mitigate this risk by building flood 
walls  and  levees  to  protect  its  built  environment  and most  sensitive 
areas. The  levees  and  existing  flood  zones  are displayed  in Map  1.10, 
Existing Levees & FEMA Flood Zones.  

A  new  levee  was  recently  constructed  that  sets  the  stage  for 
development along Lake Palourde waterfront. Concurrently, FEMA has 
been moving  forward with new DFIRM boundaries. The actual  impact 
of the floodplain boundaries and new levee are not yet known however; 
as the new DFIRM boundaries are currently under dispute. As finalized 
DFIRM  information  becomes  available,  it must  be  assessed  and  taken 
into account as it relates the built environment. In addition to the levee 
system,  infrastructure  such  as  the  Railroad Avenue  rail  corridor  also 
provides protection to neighborhoods from flooding.  

Despite these infrastructure improvements, there are still portions of the 
City that are at risk. As development or redevelopment occurs  in these 
areas,  mortgage  lending  policies  will  require  that  commercial  and 
residential development be designed to mitigate the flood risk to either 
the site or occupiable structures. 

Precedent Plans and Policies 

The FLUDP is not a “start from scratch” vision for Morgan City. Rather, 
it  is  founded upon an understanding of what  the City desires  to be as 
articulated by existing plans and policies. As described earlier, this plan 
sets the stage for an update to the City’s zoning and land development 
regulations. 
 
One of the plans that had an impact on built environment is the Morgan 
City  Comprehensive  Plan  that  was  adopted  in  1972.  In  that  plan,  it 
foresaw  rapid  population  growth  between  1983  and  1993  reaching  a 
total  of  64,000  persons.1  However,  that  projected  growth  never 
materialized.  Rather,  the  City’s  current  population  is  12,500  persons; 

                                                              

 
1 The Comprehensive Plan for the City of Morgan City was adopted in 
June of 1972 and established a target population as 64,000 persons by the 
year 2002 for planning purposes. 
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about  5,000  persons  less  than  were  in  the  City  in  1972.2  Given  the 
reductions in the actual population, many of the original assumptions of 
the plan are no longer relevant; particularly how growth would impact 
infrastructure and services. 
 
In  addition, many  of  the  planning  theories  and methodologies  have 
evolved  over  the  past  40  years.  Consequently,  these  changed 
circumstances have  left  the City without a  concrete guiding document 
(i.e.,  a  ”vision”),  and  has  resulted  in  a  piecemeal  approach  to 
development planning and approval within the City. 
 
In contrast, other recent planning efforts provide relevant guidance and 
direction  for  particular  areas  in  the  City.  One  of  these  more  recent 
planning  efforts was  the Atchafalaya Gateway  Initiative.3  The  following 
summarizes  the  recommendations  specifically  relating  to  changes  in 
land use and development from this plan: 
x Build upon  existing  investment  to  create  a unified  appearance  for 

the various components that make up the East Municipal Complex 
on  East  Boulevard  between  the  Highway  90  interchange  and 
Highway 182. 

x Construct Swamp Overlook  (i.e.,  the Visitor  Information Center) at 
the foot of East Boulevard. 

x Remove housing  to  create  an  entry  sign  at  the  foot of  the Federal 
Ramp off Highway 90. 

x Adequately screen unsightly commercial properties adjacent to key 
corridors or residential areas. 

x Enhance  access  to  Mr.  Charlie  (i.e.,  the  International  Petroleum 
Museum and Exposition center). 

x Update the zoning ordinance and development regulations. 
x Improve landscaping and parking below Highway 90. 

Another plan that will impact the future built environment is the Morgan 
City Main Street Program Master Plan,4 which helped to define the future 
of  the established historic district. As  illustrated  in Map 1.11, Historic 
District,  the  district  encompasses  much  of  the  Downtown  area, 
including  Front,  First,  and  Second  Streets  between Greenwood  Street 

                                                              

 
2 U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census. 
3 Atchafalaya Gateway Initiative was adopted in 2002. 
4 The Morgan City Main Street Master Plan was prepared in 2004. 
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and Railroad Avenue. As  a  result of  this plan, new development  and 
redevelopment in this area must be highly sensitive to the development 
context  and  historic  value  of  the  Downtown  area  and  surrounding 
neighborhoods.  
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Introduction 

Communities throughout Louisiana are facing new challenges to long-
term sustainability and resiliency. Due to the impacts of recent natural 
events, cities are tackling difficult questions related to the kind of 
growth that should happen within and adjacent to their boundaries. 
Morgan City has, for decades, built upon its unique geographic 
advantages to remain a prominent center for water-based shipping and 
manufacturing. The Atchafalaya River and Intracoastal Canal are its 
economic engines, and Lake Palourde provides the opportunity for 
quality water-based recreation. Collectively, these waters define what 
Morgan City was and what it will be for decades to come. 

While Part 1 of this Future Land Use and Development Plan (FLUDP) 
focused on existing conditions and characteristics, Part 2, establishes 
areas of future land use/character and details development goals and 
objectives to achieve the quality and character of development that is 
desired by the community. A subsequent document, entitled the 
Morgan City Zoning and Land Development Code (ZLDC), will provide the 
regulatory framework that will guide investment in such a way that it 
meets the goals of this FLUDP. 

The FLUDP recognizes that, for a community surrounded on three sides 
by water, land is a valuable resource, and, therefore, how it is developed 
and redeveloped in the short-term should be carefully considered within 
the context of a long-term vision based on sustainable growth and 
reinvestment. In doing so, the recommendations included herein aim to 
guide decision-making and development policy by appropriately 
balancing the economic, social, and environmental health of Morgan 
City. 

The FLUDP uses a character-based approach to describe future land use. 
In that regard, it is not sufficient to create a plan based simply upon 
general land uses. For example, much of the City can be described as 

Future Land Use & Development Plan – Part 2 

Future Land Use & 
Development Goals 

and Objectives 
Sustainability refers to the 
use of resourc es to meet 
the p resent needs without 
c ompromising the ab ility of 
future genera tions to meet 
their needs. It a lso refers to 
ac tions or stra teg ies tha t 
p rovide the maximum 
c ollec tive benefit to 
environmenta l, soc ia l, and  
ec onomic  systems. 
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“single-family residential.” However, this moniker neglects the varying 
character of neighborhoods based on lot size, building intensity, 
setbacks, scale, site design, etc. Similarly, “commercial” areas vary 
greatly from the traditional Downtown, to retail areas developed over 
the past three decades. The FLUDP recognizes these differences and 
establishes future land use policy based on the belief that how land is 
used and what development looks like must be addressed together in 
order to help Morgan City continue to evolve as a desirable place for 
residents, businesses, industries, institutions, and visitors to invest. 

Planning Considerations 

The potential for the development landscape to evolve in the next 
twenty years is a function of several planning considerations. These 
considerations include both inherent characteristics as well as those 
dictated by public policy and local decision making. In either case, they 
must be understood in order to establish a future direction for 
community growth that properly leverages public and private 
investment within the context of a viable vision. 

Growth and Diversification of Economy 

Despite not growing as predicted in the 1970s, the City’s local economy 
did diversify. One of the larger businesses that were central to this 
diversification was the Teche Regional Medical Center, a 165-bed 
hospital that serves the approximate 54,000 residents of the City and 
greater St. Mary Parish. The development of this hospital subsequently 
spurred complimentary development of offices along several blocks of 
Brashear Avenue. The result has been a modest, yet deliberate 
transformation of this portion of the City into a concentrated center for 
white-collar employment. Still today, this area has adequate vacancy to 
receive additional development, putting little immediate pressure on 
other portions of the City to do so. From a public standpoint, it is 
important for the City to continue to facilitate opportunities to further 
diversify the economy in this area and others.  

Given the factors of a reduction in population, the limited sites available 
for water-based industry, and adequate lands to accommodate future 
employment-based development, it is unlikely that large areas of 
undeveloped lands will be absorbed in the next twenty years. However, 
as described in the Balancing Development with Natural Resource Protection 
section below, investment in flood mitigation infrastructure along the 
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shores of Lake Palourde may open up several acres for new 
development. 

Revitalization and Redevelopment Opportunities 

One opportunity for investment may lie in areas that are already 
developed but do not meet contemporary market demands. Based on 
the condition of infrastructure or structures, high levels of structural or 
parcel vacancy, or obsolescence, the City may consider targeted 
redevelopment in order to transform underperforming portions of the 
City that are already served by public infrastructure and services. As 
further detailed in the Implementation section of this plan, a 
Neighborhood Development and Improvement Program was 
recommended and suggested targeted areas for investment. 

Balancing Development with Natural Resource Protection 

Being a coastal community, Morgan City shares an especially close 
relationship with the resources, ecosystems, and characteristics that 
make up its environment. It has been traditionally successful in 
balancing two important aspects of a sustainable city; preservation of 
the natural resources that make it a unique place, and capitalization on 
resources that provide its economy with specific competitive 
advantages. Because of its investment in community infrastructure, the 
City is especially well-equipped to manage threats of severe natural 
events and flooding. However, as mentioned in Part 1, Existing 
Conditions & Characteristics, recent natural events demonstrated that 
there still is need for continued progress. Developing appropriate long-
term priorities should be ultimately aimed at creating a sustainable and 
resilient development environment, from basic infrastructure to 
individual site and building design. 

This approach may continue with the construction of a new levee along 
Lake Palourde that will open new land for development. The 
cumulative result of the investment in flood mitigation is that a majority 
of the City is at no to minimal risk of flood damage, enabling it to stay 
competitive with other communities and preserve much of its local 
character. 

The current system of transportation, water, sewer, utility and 
telecommunications infrastructure generally ends at the development 
footprint. Any new areas of development would require new 
investment in such amenities in order to realize the full potential of yet 
undeveloped lands. From the public standpoint, all new infrastructure 
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investment by the City should be designed and constructed using 
resilient and sustainable techniques, while being sensitive to the area’s 
unique natural resources. 

Private sector development proposals will also have a profound impact 
on the future landscape in Morgan City. One such development 
proposal for the Hellenic property seeks to capitalize on the planned 
levee investment along Lake Palourde. This property is the most 
substantial piece of developable property in the City, and is large 
enough to warrant careful consideration of land use and character as it 
will create an entirely new community within Morgan City. As 
information about the proposed project, and other new private-sector 
development, emerges, the FLUDP must be amended to integrate its 
vision and impacts, and to guide development in a manner that is 
consistent with the policies and principles of this plan and that 
contributes positively to the community’s character, resiliency, 
sustainability, and the area’s natural resources. 

Creating a Vision-Based Plan 

Part 1, Existing Conditions & Characteristics, and the sections above, 
establish the planning context for the FLUDP. This context is based 
upon an analysis of existing development and an understanding of 
contemporary planning philosophies and methodologies. However, in 
order to be successful, the plan must also be based on a local vision. To 
establish the vision, several meetings were conducted with City Council, 
the Planning and Zoning Commission, City staff, local stakeholders, and 
residents. 

As part of the original kick-off meeting with the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, residents and other stakeholders, the following guiding 
principles were brought to light during that meeting. 

Procedures and Enforcement 

• The FLUDP and ZLDC must be directly linked so that there is 
consistency through the development approval process. 

• Plans and policies must be crafted so that they can be easily 
enforced. 

• Appropriate standards and mechanisms must be in place to ensure 
that variances are not used as a way of arbitrarily skirting 
development regulations. 
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• The plan and regulations must be simple so that it is easily 
understood and there is little room for arbitrary interpretation. 

Sustainability and Character 

• Development in the historic district is highly regulated. Other areas 
of the City may benefit from a more regulatory approach to 
development and design. 

• Development planning and regulation must carefully consider what 
is realistic in various neighborhoods based on lot characteristics, 
intended land use, and localized socioeconomic factors. 

• Plans and policies should focus on the preservation of existing 
neighborhoods, especially those most at risk of negative change. 

• Planned residential areas need development standards to ensure 
they are compatible with the surrounding context. 

• Regulations should reflect development models that are specifically 
intended to minimize damages created by flooding. 

 

These outcomes provided the guidance for the creation of the 
development goals and objectives found in the next section. 

Development Goals and Objectives 

The information provided up to this point describes the existing and 
future land use and development context providing the foundation for 
future investment. This section establishes land use and development 
goals and objectives by which the appropriateness of proposed 
development may be measured. Subsequent sections of this plan reflect 
these goals and objectives, and the new ZLDC will provide the 
beginnings of a regulatory framework for their implementation. 

The following goals and objectives are a result of several factors, 
including technical analysis of existing land use and development 
characteristics, previous planning, and initial input provided by City 
staff, elected officials, members of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, and various community stakeholder and residents. 

Goal #1. Foster long-term sustainability and resiliency. 

Any investment in the private or public realms should be made with the 
intent of creating a more sustainable model of growth for the City. 
Attaining the following objectives will fortify the community as it 
anticipates future economic and environmental conditions: 
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1. Continue Morgan City’s history of investment in flood 

mitigation infrastructure. The portions of Morgan City that are 
protected by flood mitigation infrastructure are almost entirely 
built-out. In order to open new lands for development, new 
infrastructure must be built to provide the same level of protection 
and to provide for future development that is both sustainable and 
resilient. 

2. Consider the costs and benefits of infrastructure and 

services to new development areas. Generally, sustainable 
development seeks to build first on lands currently served by public 
infrastructure. With new development proposed for the Hellenic 
property, the City should assess the long-term costs and benefits of 
development prior to the installation of new infrastructure. 

3. Assess the viability of existing building types in areas at 

risk of flooding. Recent natural events have brought to light the 
fragility of development throughout southern Louisiana. In areas of 
Morgan City that are susceptible to flooding, development should 
be required to integrate flood mitigation techniques in order to 
minimize damage and recovery time following significant events. 

4. Create revitalized and stable neighborhoods. Investing in 
existing development is imperative to make sure that residents have 
stable, safe neighborhoods that bolster livability. Compatible infill 
development and housing/infrastructure rehabilitation help to 
stabilize and strengthen existing neighborhoods, while proactive 
enforcement and sound regulations may be adopted to sustain 
development character and protect against the encroachment of 
adjacent, incompatible development activities. Also, investing in 
housing, infrastructure, and public services in at-risk or disinvested 
neighborhoods can help keep them at a quality living standard. 

5. Establish a sustainable economic model for development 
and maintenance. Long-term economic sustainability is 
dependent on several factors. In order to maintain the population 
and grow it over the coming years and decades, housing and 
neighborhoods must be preserved and improved in order to offer a 
quality of life equal to or better than the surrounding cities and 
parish. Other aspects of sound investment, such as the reuse of 
existing commercial buildings, helps achieve other sustainable goals 
such as efficient land utilization, enhanced access to local services, 
and building resource conservation. Lastly, economic strategies 
must be established that help assess the costs, benefits, and 
feasibility of various decisions related to investments in 
infrastructure, housing, and economic development. 
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Goal #2. Create actionable land use and development 
policies. 

In general, land use and development policies must be clear and 
effective. In this respect, the FLUDP and ZLDC should attain the 
following objectives: 

1. “Keep it simple.” The plan and regulations must be easily 
understood by residents, staff, and elected officials. Creating policies 
that are overly complex or technical will create roadblocks to 
consistent administration, entitlement, and enforcement. 

2. Craft policies and regulations to provide a clear means of 

enforcement. Policies and regulations must include proper 
mechanisms for enforcement. Otherwise, they will simply be rules 
“on the books” that are easily neglected. 

3. Create better standards and criteria to mitigate variances. 
Variances are intended to provide relief from undue hardship based 
on unique conditions. They are not to be used for waiving 
development regulations on sites that are able to conform to the 
district standard. 

Goal #3. Recognize the varying neighborhood conditions 
throughout the City. 

Morgan City is not uniform. It has varying residential areas, commercial 
corridors, employment areas, and open spaces. As such, land use and 
development policies must reflect these varying conditions by attaining 
the following objectives: 

1. Consider local parcel and block characteristics. The potential 
for various types of development is a function of the characteristics 
of the property on which it sits. Simply stated, permitted 
development types must “fit” their site capabilities. 

2. Tailor policies to reflect local socioeconomic characteristics. 
Aside from physical characteristics, local socioeconomic factors 
dictate the ability of neighborhoods to conform to different levels of 
regulation. For example, requiring enclosed boat or recreational 
vehicle parking in low- to moderate-income areas puts substantial 
financial strain on residents. Development policies must consider 
this and possibly require varying levels of regulation to see 
workable outcomes. 
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Goal #4. Address specific aspects of community character. 

As described throughout this document, Morgan City is a community of 
varying character. In recognizing this, the FLUDP must carefully 
consider the unique aspects of each area and aim to preserve those that 
are valued by attaining the following objectives: 

1. Create regulations that strengthen local character. Front 
setbacks, spacing between structures, parking access and location, 
building scale, site coverage and imperviousness, and open space 
are all critical aspects of character in the private realm. Development 
regulations must look beyond basic land use permissions and yard 
requirements to foster development that is more specifically 
appropriate to the existing built and environmental contexts. 

2. Understand that a “one size fits all” approach does not 

create consistent or better outcomes. Areas north of Brashear 
are generally single-family residential. However, on either side of 
Sixth Street, the character is much different. Lot dimensions, 
building width, parking management, setbacks, and building 
materials collectively result in a different feel from one 
neighborhood to another. This is also true in commercial areas, such 
as the contrast between Highway 182 and the historic development 
on Front Street. The FLUDP and ZLDC must recognize these 
differences and regulate appropriately. 

3. Address characteristics unique to Morgan City. The water-
based lifestyle in Morgan City makes it unique compared to many 
other communities. Boat and recreational vehicle storage is a viable 
issue in many neighborhoods. These and other locally specific issues 
must be addressed in order to draft land use and development 
policies appropriate for Morgan City. 

Goal #5. Create attractive gateways and corridors 
throughout the City. 

Morgan City’s gateways are its front door – the first impression people 
get as they enter and exit the community. As such, they deserve special 
attention. Attaining the following objectives will ensure they look and 
operate at a level expected of residents: 

1. Identify priority gateway areas. The points of entry to a city 
establish a “brand” and set the expectations for visitors and passers-
by. Morgan City has invested in many of its gateways. However, 
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other points of entry, such as the east end of Highway 182, lack any 
significant announcement. In all the gateway areas, private 
development and public investment must be coordinated in order to 
bolster the image and quality appearance of the community. 

2. Create attractive development in prominent corridors. 
Morgan City has several highly travelled corridors, including 
Highway 182, Victor II, East Boulevard, and others. Land use and 
development policies must play a role in making them more 
attractive and, therefore, more desirable for quality uses that serve 
local needs. 

3. Balance automotive access and multi-mobility. Many of 
Morgan City’s corridors focus on moving traffic. However, in the 
interest of enhanced character and functionality, policies should 
consider access management and multi-modal mobility (i.e., 
pedestrians and bicycles) in order to create more attractive and safer 
environments for all users. 

4. Minimize the impacts on adjacent residential areas. There are 
several blocks where commercial and industrial development has 
visibly taken a toll on adjacent and abutting residential areas. 
Development regulations should address buffering and screening 
requirements based on the intensity and compatibility of adjacent 
uses and built forms. 

Future Land Use and Development Plan 

The above goals and objectives establish direction for future 
development and redevelopment of Morgan City. In this section, the 
FLUDP translates them into a vision for the community’s future. It is 
important to reiterate that the FLUDP is based on both use and 
character. In this light, it provides recommendations for appropriate 
uses, compatible development forms, and public investments that create 
synergy with private investment. 

Future Development Character Types 

Just as there is existing land use and character types described in Part 1, 

Existing Conditions & Characteristics, there must be a menu of future 
development types established that captures both an appropriate use 
mix and development character in different parts of the City. Many of 
the future land use classifications are based on existing use and 
character types, recognizing that much of what is now in place will 
remain in the foreseeable future and warrants conservation. Other 
classifications reflect new development models that are for the purpose 
of slowly transforming the development environment to one that 
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reflects the City’s vision for preserving or enhancing its character. The 
following future land use classifications describe the characteristics of 
development envisioned throughout Morgan City. 

Downtown (Core + Fringe) 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to preserve the 
traditional, historic pattern and character of development in the 
downtown core and its fringe areas. This requires modest to no setbacks 
with an emphasis on the streetscape and front building facades, on-
street or centralized parking, and uses that provide for local service 
without compromising the value and livability of the fringe 
neighborhoods. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Typically one or two (up to three) stories in building height, with a 
preference for two-story facades to create street enclosure desired 
for a pedestrian-oriented downtown environment. 

x High percentage of lot coverage. 
x Maximum zero front and side yard setbacks in the Downtown Core 

with modest setbacks and allowance for zero setbacks on block 
corners in the Downtown Fringe. 

x Land use includes a mix of restaurant, local or specialty retail, and 
institutional and civic uses, with office or residential units on upper 
floors (as applicable) in the Downtown Core, complimented by 
surrounding residential uses and in-home businesses by limited or 
conditional uses. Existing industrial uses may remain either as a 
nonconforming use, subject to ordinance provisions, or may be a 
conforming use via a conditional use permit. Newly established 
industrial uses on properties other than those already established 
are not permitted. 

x Comprehensive sidewalk network with a strong pedestrian 
orientation. 

x Unique streetscape design that reflects a historic character, with 
parkway greening in the Downtown Fringe areas. 

x On-street parking or centralized lots that remove the need for 
private on-site parking. 

x Heightened focus on the materials and quality appearance of front 
building facades and their relationship to the sidewalk and street. 

x Building use, scale, and spacing that is sensitive to neighboring 
residential uses. 
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Traditional Neighborhood 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to preserve, stabilize, 
and improve the integrity and value of the City’s long-tenured 
neighborhoods. This includes reinvestment in and rehabilitation of the 
existing infrastructure and housing stock, and mitigating incompatible 
uses and nonconforming situations. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Small to modest lot sizes with widths ranging from 30 to 50 feet. 
x Due to narrow lot widths, home spacing generally ranges from 10 

to 15 feet. 
x No or limited on-lot parking accessed by an alley in some locations, 

with permitted on-street parking to lessen the need for on-lot 
parking. 

x Land use is predominantly site-built single family dwellings, with 
scattered mobile or manufactured homes, multi-family dwellings, 
and nonresidential uses. Existing manufactured homes on 
individual lots and existing nonresidential uses may remain either 
as a nonconforming use, subject to ordinance provisions, or may be 
a conforming use via a conditional use permit. 

x A traditional neighborhood development (TND) may be 
established on vacant or redeveloped property, subject to ordinance 
provisions. 

x Building heights are one and two stories. 
x Block pattern is on a grid providing maximum connection within 

and accessibility between adjacent neighborhoods and districts. 
x Comprehensive neighborhood infrastructure including sidewalks, 

marked and signed crosswalks, curb and gutter streets, street 
lighting, neighborhood parks, and community-based services. 

x On-street parking that lessens the requirements of private off-street 
parking. 

Conventional Neighborhood 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to conserve the 
compatibility and character of existing, stable neighborhoods by 
managing the uniformity of land use, the scale and placement of 
accessory buildings, the type and scale of housing, and preventing or 
mitigating the encroachment of incompatible uses. 
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Characteristics: 

x Standard lot sizes with widths ranging from 50 to 70 feet. 
x Home spacing generally ranges from 15 to 30 feet. 
x Driveways and garages or carports provide on-lot parking. 
x Land use is site-built single family dwellings with no other unit 

types or uses. 
x A new conventional neighborhood must have a minimum open 

space ratio of 12 percent to provide common open space 
(conservation areas, parks, greenways, or waterways) and storm 
drainage. 

x Building heights are one and two stories. 
x Block pattern is on a grid or has curvilinear streets but maintains 

maximum connection within and accessibility between adjacent 
neighborhoods and districts. 

x Comprehensive neighborhood infrastructure including sidewalks, 
marked and signed crosswalks, curb and gutter streets, street 
lighting, neighborhood parks, and community-based services. 

x Available but minimal on-street parking due to adequate lot widths 
and sizes to accommodate on-lot parking. On-street parking is used 
for additional vehicles and visitors. 

Planned Neighborhood 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to provide a new living 
option for Morgan City residents in a planned neighborhood 
environment with access and views or open spaces in a walkable, mixed 
use community. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Large lot (minimum 80 to 90 feet width) or small lots and mixed 
housing types clustered around a minimum of 20 percent common 
open space or recreational amenities (conservation areas, parks, 
greenways, waterways). 

x Home spacing may vary according to the mixture of housing types 
and the amount of open space. 

x Building heights are predominantly one and two stories, with 
heights up to four stories on the interior of the community. 

x Driveways and garages or carports provide on-lot parking. 
x Planned neighborhood-serving nonresidential uses may be 

integrated within the development, subject to design standards. 
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x May include water-based recreation or marina development, 
including boat launches and related entertainment and commercial 
services. 

x Comprehensive neighborhood infrastructure including sidewalks, 
marked and signed crosswalks, curb and gutter streets, street 
lighting, neighborhood parks, and community-based services. 

x Block pattern is on a grid or has curvilinear streets but maintains 
maximum connection within and accessibility between adjacent 
neighborhoods and districts. 

x Street and lot patterns that maximize access to and views of open 
spaces. 

Mixed Neighborhood 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to provide attainable 
and affordable housing opportunities in quality, safe living 
environments. It may include individual or mixed housing types 
including two family and multi-family dwellings or manufactured 
homes subdivisions or communities by limited or conditional use. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Series of lots or blocks developed with single or mixed residential 
unit types. Uses may include two-family and multi-family 
dwellings, and manufactured homes subdivisions or communities 
by limited or conditional use. 

x Building heights are predominantly one and two stories, with 
heights up to four stories on the interior of the community. 

x Parking is clustered in small lots adjacent to the dwellings, with a 
majority placed within the interior of the community. 

x Structures may be duplexes or apartment buildings, typical one to 
two stories in height 

x Basic neighborhood infrastructure including sidewalks, marked 
and signed crosswalks, curb and gutter streets, street lighting, on-
site pocket parks, and trails or pathways linking the dwellings, 
parking, and open space areas. 

x Common open space must be integrated throughout the 
community and broadly accessible. 

x Block pattern may be integrated into surrounding neighborhood 
grid or may limit connections and create internal street network. 

x A peripheral bufferyard is required with the extent of landscaping 
and screening subject to the use and character of adjacent 
development. 
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Traditional Corridor 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to preserve and 
enhance the unique pattern and character of development along and 
adjacent to West Highway 182 (from U.S. 90 west to Fourth Street), 
while observing and protecting the value and integrity of the abutting 
and nearby neighborhoods. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Buildings include commercial structures and residences adapted for 
commercial use. 

x Limited or no building setbacks, with a high building coverage 
ratio. 

x Uses are commercial in nature, including office, retail, and service-
oriented businesses. 

x On-street parking that may be complemented by private, on-lot 
parking, subject to site development standards. 

x Abutting street cross-section is a decorative boulevard with 
parkway landscaping. 

x Signage is small-scale and limited to building-mounted signs or 
ground-mounted monuments. 

x Comprehensive pedestrian infrastructure including sidewalks, 
marked and signed crosswalks, and street lighting. 

Gateway Corridor 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to enhance the visual 
appearance and quality of development along this highly visible 
corridor as means for improving community character and identity. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Sites include both individual and multi-tenant structures 
surrounded by parking and vehicular use areas. 

x Use of a build-to line (maximum setback) to provide a consistent 
building setback adjacent to the corridor. 

x Uses are local/regional commercial retail, offices, and service-
oriented businesses. Existing heavy commercial or industrial uses 
may remain either as a nonconforming use, subject to ordinance 
provisions, or may be a conforming use via a conditional use 
permit. 

x Higher standard of building materials and architecture on all 
facades, increased site landscaping and screening, higher ratio of 
landscape surface area, and buffering of adjacent and abutting uses. 
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x Signage is moderated scaled and limited to building-mounted signs 
or ground-mounted monuments. Pole signs may be permitted 
adjacent to Highway 90, subject to standards. 

x On-site drainage is either underground or by detention/retention 
that is designed as a site amenity. 

x Consolidated driveways, cross access between adjacent properties, 
and a clearly demarcated parkway frontage. 

x Comprehensive pedestrian infrastructure including sidewalks, 
marked and signed crosswalks, signalization, and street lighting. 

x Decorative streetscaping including enhanced landscaping in 
parkways (and boulevards, where applicable), improve street 
lighting standards, underground utilities, and other site amenities. 

Local Service Corridor 

Purpose: This future land use district is to provide for business and 
industry supporting uses while enhancing the corridor environs through 
improved building standards and heightened screening and buffering of 
outdoor uses, display, and storage. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Auto-oriented commercial and industrial corridor including a mix 
of development types 

x Uses are commercial and industrial in nature, including retail and 
service-oriented commercial businesses and storage, warehousing, 
and manufacturing industrial buildings and properties. 

x Parking and vehicular use areas within the front setback are of an 
improved, dust-free surface. 

x Basic streetscaping including a landscaped parkway and screening 
of parking and vehicular use areas. 

x Buildings are wood or steel framed structures with decorative 
building materials on the front façade and wrapped on each side 
façade a distance of 20 percent of the building length. 

x Sites largely include individual but may include multi-tenant 
structures surrounded by parking and vehicular use and /or 
outdoor storage yards. 

x Signage is moderately scaled and limited to building mounted 
signs and ground-mounted monuments. 

x Display of equipment and materials is limited to a defined site area. 
x Outdoor storage and display areas are screened from public view, 

including along and within view of public rights-of-way. 
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Professional and Retail District 

Purpose: This future land use district is to provide for the retail, service, 
and professional sectors of the local economy. It is intended to be a 
quality, well planned district with improved building and site 
standards. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Buildings are set back from the street with parking and vehicular 
use areas in the front and to the side of the building. 

x Uses include single and multi-tenant professional offices, medical-
related clinics and institutions, retail, restaurants, entertainment, 
and other commercial establishments. 

x Properties have a higher ratio of landscape surface area and 
increased site landscaping. 

x Service areas are screened from public view. 
x Buildings are constructed of decorative materials with 360 degree 

architecture. 
x Signage is moderately scaled and limited to building mounted 

signs and ground-mounted monuments. Signage is coordinated via 
a master sign plan for multi-tenant buildings. 

x Parking areas are screened and well landscaped. 
x Buildings are mostly one and two stories but may be taller when 

not adjacent to existing or future neighborhoods.  
x Site access is well managed and coordinated with adjacent sites to 

include cross and joint access. 
x Comprehensive pedestrian infrastructure including sidewalks, 

marked and signed crosswalks, signalization, and street lighting. 
x Decorative streetscaping including enhanced landscaping in 

parkways (and boulevards, where applicable), improve street 
lighting standards, underground utilities, and other site amenities. 

x On-site drainage is either underground or by detention/retention 
that is designed as a site amenity. 

Neighborhood Industrial 

Purpose: This future land use district is intended to provide for lighter 
industrial uses that are not oriented around the waterfront and which 
may be in closer proximity to other land uses. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Uses in this district are lesser scaled and less intensive than those in 
the Maritime Industrial district. 
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x These uses are intermixed with surrounding neighborhood lots or 
blocks and are thus, accessible by streets used for neighborhood 
access and circulation. Building and site standards must be applied 
to minimize or mitigate the impacts on adjacent less intensive land 
uses. 

x Where these uses abut or are in direct proximity to less intensive 
uses, particularly neighborhoods, substantial buffering is 
warranted. 

x Most industrial activity occurs indoors. 
x Outdoor storage and display areas are screened along all adjacent 

properties and streets. 

Maritime Industrial District 

Purpose: This future land use district provides for industrial uses and 
activities that rely on and benefit from their waterborne access to the 
Atchafalaya River and the Intracoastal Canal. This district is largely 
separated from other land uses by way of the floodwall along the river 
and by Railroad Avenue. 
 

Characteristics: 

x Uses in this district are intensive in terms of their scale, level of 
activity, and potential impacts (e.g., light, noise, vibration, odor, 
etc.) on neighboring uses. Uses may include manufacturing, 
assembly, and warehousing, with many activities occurring 
outdoors. 

x Where industrial uses abut or are in near proximity to less intensive 
uses, particularly neighborhoods, substantial buffering is 
warranted. 

x Large portions of individual sites may be used for outdoor storage. 
x Outdoor storage and display areas are screened along adjacent 

streets. 

Open Space 

Purpose: This future land use district is for publicly owned properties 
that are dedicated for the use as permanent open space. 
 

Characteristics: 

x These open space areas are dedicated to long-term passive and/or 
active public access and use. 

x Uses include public parks, cemeteries, school grounds and athletic 
facilities, public harbors, boat ramps, etc. 
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Conservation Area 

Purpose: This future land use district is for the conservation and 
protection of these low-lying and environmentally sensitive lands. 
 

Characteristics: 

x These conservation areas are dedicated for long-term passive use 
and preservation of natural habitats. 

x Limited use of these areas may include low-impact recreational 
facilities, boat launches, walking and biking trails, and flood 
mitigation infrastructure. 

Illustrated in Map 2.1, Future Land Use and Development Plan, are the 
differing areas of type, pattern, and character of future development 
within the City limits.  

Sustainability and Resiliency Development 
Practices 

Sustainability and resiliency are key components to the long-term health 
of Morgan City. One aspect of this is the efficient day-to-day operation 
of the City under normal circumstances. The other aspect is the ability to 
withstand and quickly recover from major natural events. Appropriate 
sustainable development practices include: 

Diversification of energy production and distribution infrastructure. 
Major natural events have the potential to damage or destroy energy 
production and distribution infrastructure. By exploring renewable 
energy sources and providing appropriate redundancies in the 
distribution network, Morgan City will be better equipped to recover 
quickly from significant events. 

Preservation of important natural resources. Preserving natural areas in 
and around the City offers several benefits. First, it sustains the integrity 
of wildlife ecosystems that are a unique aspect of the local context. 
Secondly, they provide locations for the impacts of natural events to be 
mitigated and slowly treated and released back into the environment. 
Development patterns should recognize undeveloped and open space 
areas as important assets in recovery and sustainability. 

Equitable policies for neighborhood stabilization and conservation. 
Frequently, disadvantaged populations bear the brunt of development 
impacts because they lack the resources necessary to affect change in 
and around their neighborhood. Land use and development policies 
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should provide additional protections to those populations that are 
disadvantaged or at risk. 

Multi-modal access throughout the City. Whether for a healthy lifestyle 
or for means to access goods and services after a storm, multi-modal 
mobility is essential for creating a sustainable city. Automotive, 
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit must be balanced when designing the 
transportation network and infrastructure. 

Appropriate densities for development and redevelopment. Increasing 
density provides several sustainable benefits, from bringing more 
people closer to vital goods and services, to preserving valuable natural 
resources and open areas. Future development practices should 
recognize the benefits of density through various patterns, such as 
development and mixed-use development. 

Appropriate paving materials. Impervious surfaces create several 
negative impacts, including a urban heat island effect, greater stress for 
storm water management systems, and reduced landscaping and green 
space. Development should preserve or increase pervious surfaces in 
order to mitigate impacts with no additional strain on external 
infrastructure systems. 

Responsive development forms. New development should incorporate 
building forms, construction techniques, and materials that minimize 
the damage to structures and property and facilitate quick recovery and 
habitability after significant events. 

Development restrictions for at-risk areas. Development should be 
prohibited in areas that are at risk for significant flooding. Such areas 
can be preserved by permitting greater densities in areas more suitable 
for sustainable development. 

Plan Implementation 

The ability to attain the land use and development vision described in 
this document and represented by the FLUDP is dependent upon the 
coordination of policies, resources, and strategies. This section provides 
recommended actions designed to create synergy among City 
government, the development community, and citizens of Morgan City. 

Update Development-Related Regulatory Policies 

In order for development to occur in accordance with this plan, the 
development regulations must be amended so that they permit and 
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encourage appropriate types of development. The new ZLDC will be a 
substantial step in this process. However, the City must consider other 
codes and standards, such as the municipal building code, public works 
and engineering standards, and their role in helping to achieve a 
sustainable future. 

Identify Priority Development Projects 

It is unreasonable to think that the City has the resources to quickly 
achieve all the goals of this plan. Prioritizing key projects will help 
decision-makers determine where to focus resources in order to affect 
short-term change in accordance with the long-term vision. These key 
projects may benefit from public investment in property, infrastructure, 
or other investments that result in a project that goes above and beyond 
what the development community would otherwise provide. Priority 
development projects should be designated based on their ability to: 

x Enhance the long-term sustainability of the community; 
x Conform to the long-term vision of this plan; 
x Catalyze additional private investment; 
x Provide long-term fiscal return on the City’s investment; 
x Enhance the image and appearance of the City; and 
x Provide valued services to residents. 

Establish a Public Realm Capital Improvement Program 

In addition to the private development activities described above, the 
City must consider its role in providing appropriate public realm 
amenities to maximize the impact of new development or 
redevelopment. Coordinated investment offers the greatest likelihood of 
creating an environment that is conducive to quality, sustainable 
development. The City may find it prudent to invest in the following: 

x Roadways that open key development areas and appropriately 
link to existing development; 

x Water and sewer infrastructure that guide investment and 
reinvestment toward strategic areas of the City, such as 
deteriorating neighborhood areas or important commercial 
areas with the opportunity for adaptive reuse of existing 
structures; 

x Aesthetic improvements (i.e., landscaping, hardscaping, 
lighting, gateways, etc.) that strengthen the appearance and 
identity of important corridors and gateways; and 
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Stab iliza tion Areas must be 
monitored  to ensure a  high 
qua lity of life is ma inta ined  for 
residents. 

 

Conserva tion Areas warrant 
good  standards to p reserve 
c harac ter and  to ma inta in 
and  qua lity, livab le 
environment. 

x Telecommunication infrastructure that attracts employment-
intensive development and provides for more local community 
wealth.  

Institute a City-wide Neighborhood Development and 
Improvement Program 

Quality of life begins with neighborhoods. They are what people most 
identify with in their everyday lives. Morgan City’s neighborhoods vary 
greatly in their history, socioeconomic characteristics, conditions, and 
values. City leadership must be proactive in making every 
neighborhood equitable in terms of its basic services and infrastructure. 
In many parts of the City, these may already be in place. In others, it 
may require investment or reinvestment. In others still, it may require 
redevelopment in order to create a community that can offer 
competitive housing and adequate local services. To establish a starting 
point, this section includes three components: 

1. neighborhood improvement categories that provide a 
framework for assessing block-by-block conditions; 

2. a map that illustrates the locations of the neighborhood 
improvement categories; and 

3. a matrix that identifies actions within each neighborhood 
improvement category based on public investment, programs 
and strategies, and development regulations. 

Neighborhood Improvement Categories 

Conservation Areas - Neighborhood blocks that have comprehensive 
neighborhood infrastructure, relatively well-maintained housing stock, and 
little to no indication of deterioration of lots or structures. Minimal 
investment is required to bring these blocks to a quality living standard. 

Stabilization Areas - Neighborhood blocks that are generally sound, but 
showing early signs of stress or disinvestment. Modest investment may be 
required to address basic infrastructure improvements, lot and property 
maintenance, or superficial structural enhancements. 

Improvement Areas - Neighborhood blocks that include a broad range of 
conditions from sound to deteriorated. More substantial investment is 
required to improve neighborhood infrastructure, and to address structural 
and aesthetic issues for portions of the housing stock while maintaining the 
general character of the existing neighborhood. 

Redevelopment Areas - Neighborhood blocks that include high levels of lot 
and structural vacancy and dilapidation. Deterioration in these blocks is 
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such that structures may need to be razed and replaced with new housing 
or public investment that significantly alters the traditional character of the 
neighborhood for the sake of a modern housing stock and community 
amenities and services. 

Displayed in Map 2.2, Neighborhood Improvement Plan, is the 
recommended areas of conservation, stabilization, improvement, and 
redevelopment. The subsequent matrix identifies advisable investments, 
programs, strategies, and regulatory provisions that may be used for 
each category to ensure a high quality of life for all citizens of Morgan 
City. 

 

Neighborhood Improvement Program Matrix 

Investment Types 
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Public Investment 

Maintain existing neighborhood 
infrastructure (streets, sidewalks, 
water, sewer, drainage, etc.) 

● ● ● ● 

Install/repair/reconstruct basic 
neighborhood infrastructure (i.e. 
sidewalks, lighting, etc.) 

 ● ● ● 

Acquire dilapidated lots for 
redevelopment, infill development 
or creation of neighborhood parks 
or gardens or other compatible 
neighborhoods service uses 

  ● ● 
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Investment Types 
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Programs & Strategies 

Organization & Maintenance     

Continue “neighborhood self-
maintenance” through formalized 
neighborhood organizations 

● ● ● ● 

Provide technical assistance for the 
establishment of formalized 
neighborhood organizations, where 
applicable 

● ● ● ● 

Identify and empower community 
leaders to create neighborhood 
awareness and organization 

  ● ● 

Establish and enforce neighborhood 
and/or property maintenance 
standards 

 ● ● ● 

Create advocacy and education 
programs for housing maintenance 
and health 

● ● ● ● 

Establish low interest loan pools 
and neighborhood grants for 
improvement projects 

 ● ● ● 

Public Health and Safety     

Enhance targeted policing of 
known crime “hot spots” 

 ● ● ● 
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Investment Types 
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Enhance neighborhood-based 
policing   ● ● 

Strengthen enforcement standards 
and resources for abandoned 
vehicles, lot maintenance, vehicle 
parking violations, junk storage, 
etc. 

● ● ● ● 

Housing & Development     

Create a residential rehabilitation 
tax abatement program   ● ● 

Establish a rental housing 
conversion grant program   ● ● 

Create an infill development grant 
program, together with infill 
compatibility guidelines 

 ● ● ● 

Create a portfolio of financial 
assistance programs for housing 
investment (i.e. low-interest or 
revolving loans, CDBG funds, 
public subsidy, etc.) 

 ● ● ● 

Create a neighborhood 
development corporation to 
purchase, rehab, or redevelopment 
stressed lots and structures 

  ● ● 
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Investment Types 
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Establish a public land bank to 
prime larger areas for housing or 
community service redevelopment 

   ● 

Regulatory Actions 

Craft residential conservation 
standards to tightly match existing 
housing stock 

● ● ●  

Accommodate a range of market-
responsive housing types based on 
varying parcel and block 
characteristics 

  ● ● 

Permit low-impact non-residential 
uses in existing structures 

 ● ●  

Establish adequate buffer 
requirements for commercial and 
industrial development adjacent to 
neighborhoods 

● ● ● ● 

Limit the use of manufactured 
homes for infill housing 
development 

 ● ●  

Prohibit the use of manufactured 
homes for infill housing 
development 

●   ● 
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Appendix B
Cook/Moore and Associates 2009 Study

In the Rental Demand Section, demand for additional units oriented toward households in the 
middle to upper-middle income ranges in the subject’s Primary Market Area are estimated. With 
the lack of development of new rental housing in the Trade Area, this has led to older product 
being maintained and utilized past its useful life (i.e., most older rental housing stock has 
been renovated numerous times as opposed to demolition and replacement). The long-term 
population expectations are contingent upon the number of housing units that are repaired, 
replaced or rebuilt over the next several years. The following table summarizes our estimates 
of demand for new rental housing within the subject’s Trade Area (defined as the borders of St. 
Mary Parish) for middle-income households:

Projected Rental Housing Demand in Subject’s Trade Area

2011 to 2014
Source                                                              2011 2012 2013 2014
Current Year Projected # Renter Households 4,469 4,489 4,509 4,529

Less: Previous Year # Renter Households 5,038 4,469 4,489 4,509
Shift in Rental Housing Demand (569) 20 20 20

Minus: Proposed, Platted or New Units

Plus: Residual Demand from Previous Year 560 693 826

Plus: Replacement of Depletion/Demolition 1,129 113 113 113
Effective Demand 560 693 826 959

Plus: Allowance for 5% Vacancy 28 35 41 48
Total Demand for New Units 588 728 867 1,007

x Percentage of Income Eligible HHS 41.6% 41.6% 41.6% 41.6%
Demand for Income Eligible Tenants 303 419

The demand analysis indicates that approximately 245± units will be needed to meet demand 
for middle to upper-middle income households by the end of 2011 (likely the time when the 
subject units would be completed) for all of St. Mary Parish. This grid illustrates a couple of key 
points for St. Mary Parish. The number of households that reside in St. Mary Parish has been 
declining over the past 20 years. Over this same time period, there has been no new rental 
housing constructed. These stats likely are interlinked, as the number of jobs has remained 
steady to increasing over the last 10- year period. 
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